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veiabtecl lu•t aquar••• t 1• a diagonal aatr:f.x nch that tbe 1•th'4iqoaal 

el••t -t• tba, reeiprcc,!.! of t1MI · c••• veiaht u-4 IA vetabted 1 ... t acauar ... 
. "' -1 _, -1 . 

fbe..,leut -.UU•'•atiaate of· 8 u 8 • (l'l: X) l't t. Tbe fitted 
A A A .A A 

, vilu .. r u• at••, tty t • X8 '· .ma the ruiduab, by • • t-t. Ve defiM the 

utrb: v to k tbe am· utrix t-\cx•t-1x)-1x•t1 . a2v 'ia the variac• 
.... 

utdz for~?. 'tlia iutnx V' i•''c:alled a:J?rojection utru. 'the clt.qou.1 

.i ... i. of_·~ J:1ic4 •u.; .' •r•'•~-.. .tu· uny of, t._ ccapatatiou. 

4. 

c1· ;.:iJ~- •~r jt ,) .n,~- ~-,'!; __ .: , ,:. .:;r;'.j 11 t· _ •.~1, · -· 

Th• f olloviog aivea a deaeript1'xl of all MlJLTllG c-•••. MX w,zs,f 
,(:.j\,:; J '. ' 

uz b• abbrevutecl b7 ita firat four lettera. 
·r1r·' ,, .. ( -.it·.:·•r~~ .r~•: -....J"C: '(>: . .=~~;.·1"f!f'>~' ':~:1 ~,··.·: , • •; f'h(t·; 

Continuations. Any eoaaad in MULTUG NJ be 4">Rtiau• Oil 1weral 
;i~}"-1:"'.~ ':)0 i : ·! ... 1:,:· ,.. • :_--, ;;~;1 t.t 

Un ... · To 4o thi•, •1Japly end the liae to b• continued with an _,.rMJMI (I) 
J .$ t~.: : ... . • -~ , . . f~ :.:.- 1. t! . · -: ~ .; . 1 

~- _t· -

or plua aip (+) or the lettc~ C 2receded by at leut ona bl.ult. 

4.1 IUW). 

Thia c:omund 1a uaod to read both foraatted .ct uafonattecl .. u f11 ... 

1Dclud1n& •~1 f ilet th.a: have been written or ~ · M rucl by the proar• 
. ; '~ . . 

MA.l'TD.., (~e ~o• 4-6 o.f thi• aup.ual.) The ~tu: of Che :c 

follove: 
• ' •• ~-,· -~. ;- ',-:;_.:: : - :} ( : • ,: < : ' 

,. for unfo~tt~ o;: MATTER ~pa f 1,les C.!ith or without foniat •t•t~U) s 
. ·"; .. : -, . ,. ,_ ~ ~· .. : .... ·;' . 

, v;HA?:i :t~J ~~ [11.ot of col~ pual:l•s:•l 

, , ·RIAit fnae [11st of coluim numbers J ·. 
!. -L :. -,~ · '- • I t . . ·. ·'' .. , · ~ ·• 

IUD ( Uat of coluat:l number•] PROM fneM 

For ~-;"~i fi.les ~~h ,~1:~ t~. ~• ~trf.z .·~ the files 

IIW> (aatDU!!)[li•t of coltaa Ruabor•l noH ~ 



·• 
1-. tu above, .. ~1., ·., ::r.n :.~J:;' ·:,.'.,; 

fUM,(required) is the MM of the local f11• containtAg the data 
... •

1 .i. 1 !!'.'i :: 
l _\ 

utnae (optional) ie the name of the dat.t ilatrix on the file t\14t 1a 
i!i :Jk 

to be. read. The utrix .1ume 1; needed; only ·u aon that1 one matrix ~i• &1'"1l 
,•,;,,p· .. _;' .,, [-- . .., "" 

OD tbe file, and the matrix to be used 1a·11ot the first one_on the file. 
• • ·••. ~ I .; 

'.'1'. 

The liat of col~ .nwrbera·'(opt1onal) 1peci'fi••·t1M c~luana on the 
• :•. •; •). If 

file to be uoed u Kultreg variablaa. If the Ue.t ta 01ll!littecl or elae .• . , . • I.· .. 
.i.,._"· 

couiste of a single zero (O). then all colwma (or the firat 33 if aore 

tbu 33) are used. This 1• a change frOtD Version 3.2. 
h.ok,.,·""'_:, .,.. . . 
. . 'thi'aepaiaUii FRi>ii'•~~t be used if ~he fileuaa OD the COlllll&U 1a not 

,( 

&1vea iaaediately after the wo~d- READ.· . , .. ..... ~ ........... ~ . ... ,., 

To read~ the 'tile ··,tven on pa,1e .7, of 1:pi& ,aaDWll., uy of the following . ~ . . ;. ~; 

C0811!ands MY be uaed: 

-~·-· 

\IAJUUNG -- An unfot'TAlltted file Vill not be properly read if (l)1the 

:file bu ·3 or 4 \~qlg;ma and (2) ~he first column. contain• non-numeric tn

forutioa. To rud such a file, simply add a header atatnent. FoT ouple, 

if file FNA.'1E has 75 c.uea and 3 columna, and Colwm 1 • alphabatic label, 

insert ae tbe firat line of the file the followiq: MAT 75 3. ·Th• file 

c.an then be ~-d., "l~ ~ ntAKE 2 3. 

4.la. FlEAD. Tbisr,~~d is now equivalent to UAD, aect':1ou·l~·l".· 
•,,·',"1-.V,,, .•., 

J 
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Thi• coaa&1ld 1• ueed to chana• the value• of several paraa•t•r• •• 
:r._i,' - , ,, ····.\; . 

de-=!bed belov. Each keyword except BATCH require• tNt the user give a 
... ,,_'·.'.,., .. ¼.0•·. . ,:· ,' . . . ·_;··· . ,.,, ,. 

paraaeter value after the keyword. Several keyword• may appear on one'nt 
• l~' 

coaand. All parameter■ have default values, 80 SET ia nevu required. 
~ ~ ":· ' ; 1 ! : .. :; ~J! ' ' 

•· SET ·WIM'll (veluel 19 v•d'Jd to toll tho proera t~, auaber of coluau oa 

tlil->-t..-lDal ,betna ueed. Soae c~• will ua• the full ~idth _Qf th• 

· tndla1 .- ,, The default value of WU)TH ia 72, which ta appropriate for a 

1tandabl,-t'eJ.etypa.... ·The auAsua- ·· valµe of 132 ta appropru~• for v~. 

printera, ncb u DECwriter•• WIDTB 111Jat k cet to at leis•t 40,. aad no 

aore' 'tlin 132' •· 

SET •'IOt. [*1"• -htveu. 0 a1'ld 1 J. TM., ••t• th• pi"°t tolerance, .. 

apl~!ned Pon ',aa-' t7 · · • The default value ta • 0001; 11\ •eretoa 2 .1 i-t 

vu .0000001. -~ -•\ .·-;_. ···. .'.·1.J.: !(·;·: 

i:~ss·r'"urca~- ~hb1 comund ellould be uaed •• the f iret ~flld ,in A 

kiiltfta ~-\,tiea.;tf.;job 18 M: tcoa • batch eaviromat111t <•·•· cax-. •• 
input; sM acction S.3). Thia ccannd cseu the WIM'B to 132, a••r•tN a 

page faocl, and v111:-::eclto all tnput · liue euctly aa tbq ar• ~ .. ••'.·-• 

•"-htly !IOCIUSco t~ hudling ~f ialplt· urora • 

.:.:·.'.": , -~- 'l· .. ., 

::_ 
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S!T PLO'l'SlZI (BCO~, NROWS] • eu the •12• of •tatter plot• in ,,..,,,,end 

SCPLOT. The default •i&o 1~51, 31. p~~uct.na a plot that.ta approzill&tdy 

13 2ca • 1-1 ctaf ·: The -~araand SET PLOTStz'rf 61 52 will give a plot that 
r '""'~;_:.:•. 

fill•.·. 'itand&rd elieet ·o! paper. while SET l'LOTSIZB 112, 52. the aataua 
~, . . ) 

-~ftoii~,-1'Vtll' tti.,t< l.' •beet. of atcndard computer paper • 

• 

1·'iit'·m:cirf [VAllt\BL! Llb~i or ~~]. Thi• ~~ud in•trucu the 

col•ffi.)••,w~~hts .. !,:m y11luea in th• 4-pe<:ified'COluan must bo either'aeto 

or r,~fiv,.•, cu~,, •. aiV6'1---~~ vei.1hti will be igaored iD caaputtna '. ••t:bu.tN, 

llhtm~~; •-.1~~-;w,µ~ c~nd:-:i• entered.· an:, ca•• that .... ·,ii .. ~eit 

dalet~,.~.s~;~n_JH4) will o• i:-eatored. 
l •·4 . ~ • 

; . > .. ~~c::;~ -~.ta .. 
SET PEEPSILON [Value] eets the bin-width for groupings cuea 011·:tn. 

"p~~eer;,rg_r,;: ... ~.-Qc.t,1(ee,C\~i°-~ .4. 34). ne default value• iii- 'l!JE-09". ~-:·~ ·. 

To :c~~~ fr_o,m,~U~f;~~ ;.,-.l -•~~•• to, unweighted. ~t :aqlMII'••• ·· 
..... f .JI, ... , ... ,.,', •. .. ,.,., 

the cOIIUlld SET WEIGHTS O or SE'I WEIGHTS VO ■hould be used. 

~~-
1
p~~~.t;47y.,,. :s~yaral paraaeter• are available for u•• with the 

...,. ·------
TUPLOT ~~\~ ,~~r~~~~t,_paly to uoet·a with Tektr01\ix terainala) • .All· of 

tbe•tt. b~fA1!J,r1,~ ~ o! wrc · .,: ::i 

!.~ Te~n ,. ;p '1:?{stef,aul.f?.} rectangular plotting area 
.. 

1 : aquare plotting area 
~ .. .•: 

SEt TS!?! 2 (default): plot a cross (x) 

0 : plot no symbol 

Se• Tektrcr.ux PLOTlO Advanced Graphic• II 111111ual, p. 65, 
for otbe= o,tions. 

SET TLIHE -1 (default): no line joiniD& pointa 

0 . solid line . 
l : dotted line 

S!T TI..U!L 0 (default): use cureer 

l . turn curser off • 
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II! null Jal1a au r nta ■1nt.ua &Dd aataua plottias •aluea for 
x-axt■• If Din> :lll&Xp the proar• COllpV,tM 
optuua Yaluea. 

ffl !'?AXIS )'Ida ym.s I aete ldaSaa ad wx:f.•• valuea for t-ma. 
Ialf. piia. > ,-x, tlMI ''°'"~ ~. opwua 
~ NIie , 

"t: 

N(XTl SET UlDTH 132 TOL 1.E-• UEIGHT 2 PLOTSIZt 51 31 + 
, Tl.AkL 1 T&ll'I o n11x1s o. 1~.5 .. . .. 

UlDTH fOt PRJNTIPiG CHAHGED TO n2·. u 
,ivot JOLERA!ft£ CHANGED TO.,.. .1O0O00£-t5 
V~RUILE X2 USED AS IIEIGtfTS. ,· 
P!.OT SUEs :u COLUffMS BY''~J1 ROUS. 
1EkTIOHIX ,Lot POI.Ml UBELJNa Otf~ 
Jf~lRONl~ SYntDL CODl IS . 0 
fUtltONIX PUJ UOS NIN, HAX Att O · lt~5t 

ii:,. 

4.3 WIL. Fons LUil. [l11t 1) AS (11•t 2) 
~ i; ) J ~ •. . ; ·', 

. . . . . 

t'hi• coaau 1• usd to aai,n up to 4 character label• to variable 
~, •, ·• • l •' • .• , r 

). j~· \ 

laber■ •. ADJ p-ou.p of 4 or fever cbaractera not r.cogoiuble •• • •--
•·, ,,.,_)' '··;.. .. ' . ; 

it• valid label, u,eept for a few r•ened voru lib vs, 101. AS. 
.... I' ,, . 

the alcln.te 1D liet l my M utiw.r variable auaben or oU label.a. 
. :'_::.;-.J. ''.•,:: .. ,. ' 

lacb ••d.ab14 hY a null label of V1 for varte.W.e 1, V2 for vars.aw.. a, 
. 1 '1 :'.( 

•tc. A.ftu tu IFJJ> cona11cl 1&I necut.s all.., \eltel• an lNt. 
l : : -r ! : : : t'; . J :." :. ·: ' ·.: i,. ··, 

-: J "i,, 

. J : ~-- -~· (; '·, '.· ,' 

. ' ~ t: 
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.,, : 

.o;A'..~.;;.;q•>·~E~t.,~L&BL .i a..:J·~.~jes xuu3 x1 x 
.~of?;•:_;, ~'f.-...•ti-.;,-· r .~ .: •• 

~ . . .... 

AAy nuaber of labela may be apecifiad in 4 stnslo c~d. Any 

labeled variable m&Y be refered to by its n.~b,er or bJ it11 ll'\bcl. 

4.4 I>IL!TI. Form.: DIL!TI [l1•t of caee nuc.b«!To]. 

Thia C',,.,tnd 1a u•acl to del-te ihe apecifiod CA.see ~rf1<rl :th,a_eurt~nt 
. ' 

data eet. Ona would viah to delete a cue 1( it ,~..1ro ~µ'tlp~t,~ 1of 'being 
,,·. 

the fit of • model both with and without tho questicna.bl-! Mose. 'l"he result 
. '.. : , r r . •. '· 

of this eomand 1a to treat the sped.tied cases.!! J! th'lJ hod zero caee -

veiabt~ I)~~tecl ~aa'~~ are. n~r~;ed ~ tlie. C0:llput~tiou of -~-~i!lates, -r,.2 , 
,';- -,":.' _jf 'ft ; ,'.! ~\ ,; .i _.,: ,- ~- 1 ,,. '·: ., • I -~. •·' .. -., r4 • ~• 

degrees of freedoa, etc, but predicted vi1uea, and eto.ndard errors of 

prediction. ptoa·~~~ by the ustif (',;..Rnd aro given for d;imtJ ,~-.e~. 

tii'e' ~ba~tatioui metbod\i~ed 7by ~he n~um ~ud 1a ~din~ 1n 

the c1uSuii1on of the updatini 'tectmiqu~ .hl S~c~ 'j· ; 
•. 
The ·usual aethod 

ia to UN the aESTOR.! co,nend (Sae. 4. 5) • Ibwevct", ('J,l Weted CaMO MCI 

rutorecl vb& the SIT WEIGHTS is used. 

NEXTf DELEJ~ 1 a.1 
DELETED CASES ARE 1 J S 

If 11e>re tban 25 C48M are deleted, only the ce~B ct'1"..here of the first 

25 caa be printed. The user ahould be ..waro that severe roun,1 off error 

•Y l'esult froa delet~ •ny cuea. 
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4.5 US.TOIi. fora: ·•mn,u i(caae oabua] 

Thia c01111■wl will reatore the specified 'caeea· (that 'bav• Prwio\aaly 

been DBLITI.D) to the data nt. If th• 11-t of ca" nuabera ia left bff, 

all deleted ca••• are reatored. 

If a Uat of,ca1ea 1a specified. then the c011putaticm.e done by thia 
\:. 

caaand corr••,.,,. to •inal~;•t•p• of the updatin& aeth,)da aiv• in 
. ('. 

NCtiotl 3. It :~; ~liat 1-:: Wt off, :t'ba the croaa product utrix 1a 

recoaputed frOII- ~:~atch. Tbb 1• ~ to avoid the accuaulation of 

roundoff error•• 

., ?~ ;~ 

NEY.T?_,-tESTORE 1 
RE"AINING D£UTED OASJ$ ARE 

NEXT'f ~ WI.~~ 

3 8 

ALL CASES RESTORED TO THE DATA SET • 
. :·. 

Weighted laa.t sguarea. If the SET W!IGBl'S coiaand had bean used, 

the ,COll(l'9■9d IL&STOU vUl -1,ac,: autout-kally reaet··to uawei&hted 1 .. at 

8ClU!J ... , . ': ;'r. 

:·, 

__ ,_.,:.-\, 

., ,f,I 

;;_,-) 
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4.6 LIST. Fona: List [Var. list} 

All th• data for tbe variablu •J>eciflild are pn.ate4; 1f the,U.t 
"I•· ··• • • . ~ --'/"'· • . 

1a off, 'a11· the ... ta ia printed.· 

NEXl! JJ§l 
Xhwi .• ..... , :• J2 

7.000 26.00 
· ··,, .· .I _,.0O.01f1 :~; r ~fr- 09t:..'v,i; 

11.00 s,.oo . 
'\'' 'f __ i: y<i ,,J1 .. 00~·-" ,, ~t,90 .. ,,.,, 

; 7.000 52.00 
::-\ . ( 11 • oe, ~.- · *; o .. o. ,.;"~~·--"' 

3.00~ 7t .oo ., 
L000 31.00 
2.000 ~4.00 
21.00 47.00 
1.000 o.eo 
11.00 66,00 C 

1 0 • 00 68. 00 . 

i:,-X3 
6.000 

).S_.oo 
8.000 
G.~00 
6.000 

,_ ,. o~o 
17.00 
22.00 
18.00 
4.000 
23.00 
,.ooo 
8.000 . 

UAYERAG[u 
7.462 

usTD; llEV.n 
S.882 

n.u ........ 11.n. 
~ :_"t •. : ,.. . . 

15.56 4.405 

:.} . ' ·-~•. 

S&vinJ, data. 

; :,,,_, .. 
,,•i.'.'' 

;M ,o.oo 
52.00 

. 20. 00 
. u ~oo 
lJ.06 -
2ir00 
,.ooo 
44.00 
22.00 
24.00 
34,00 

~t-9f 
·l2;00 

y 
ja.5o 
74.JO 
104 :'1·· .. 
87.60 
95.10 

I , 10,,.2, 
102.7 
72.50 
93.10 
11~., 
83.80 

fl 

~ 113.3' 
. t'09.4 

U.7-4 15.0• 

. ·:-; J .J_ 

cOIIIIU1d LIST SAVE. Thia conaand baa been replaced by a new COIIIU1ld-SAV! 

<•ee 4.6a, follovina). The command LIST SAVE will be recognised, and truted 

u eJCactly equivalent to SAVE. 

4.6a. SAVE. Porm: SAVE (liet)(AS !!!.!!!) 

Thi• coaaand ia used to write the variable• in the liet u • forutted 

file on file .f!tame• For example, the comand SAVE 1 VJ VS AB MYDATA would 

create a new formatted file called MYDA.TA with Vl • columi 1 .. V3 • colwm 2, 

VS• columo. 3. Options: tf the liat ia left off, all variable• are writtetl 

Oil the file. If the phrase AS £name is left off the file written ia ealled 

SAVU.. the reaul.ting file can be read by MATTU. or by Multreg. More than 

one data Mtd.:x cu h writt.a Oil a •ingle file. 
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4,12 IICS. Poma IICI [Mdel) 
··" :t ' 

&uults Tbia CGMlad uea ..,.., U 4e.cribed ill wtloa 2 to obtda 
. ,1· 

1 ... t •quaru eatillatu.~f the par-tu• 1a the IIOdel., their litaaclard 
, . . 

error•-' corf .. pODclina·.·t •~atiattca. AddidoullJ, a2, the r .. Uaal 
"·.; .•·· 

MU •Cl'IU• •4 it• aquarert'oot an4 ita •·r• of, ...... are prillted. 

A tntcal ....,e4 (without 1abe1-) iat IICS 4 CIR 1 ·z_.3. ror r•r-•S. 
i; . .. 

tmoup c-.. orf.aia, ... eecU.GG 1.4. lf the ••t of nar ... ~ le 
' I~ 

ltnaarl.J.cl.,_dat (or coun .. r) <•·••• t!Mt colarance t .. c, 111e. 3, fail•), 

• l~l.J ,.,._t ••••t of ·•md•l 4iaaeioa vU1 N ued ._. appro

pd.atecl anor ........ will ba print•• 

~ reane•1• of 'f • Xl X2 X3 1• at.v• 1fJ 

NEXff BEGS X QN X1 X2 0 
R£09 Y ON Xl X2 XJ 

VMIAILE COEF 'T IT• ERROlt 
IO 48,19363 3,91330S 
Xt 1, 695890 • 2045820 
·12 .6569149 .4423423£-01 
X3 .2soo11, .114110, 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM • 9 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE• S,345624 
ROOT KEAN SQUARE • 2.312061 
R-IGUMED • • 9823 

4.U MOVA., -Ponb AHOVA (aodal] (BUIP] 
~-, ":'~ 

•i~lt& •;·.Ala' aulyaia of vartanca table la produc .. , ritll th• 1.Dl.,..d•t 

vars.bl• •tend ill tbe order aiv• ill the aode1 •l!clftu51oa. !r• left 

to rtallt, ;
1
,'(:uaalat:I.Ya 12 are alao 11•• ua1 ... s•r••• la throup CM 

: ~ ·. (: 

tti&Sa. •· ibat MltlfA 1 C11 2 S 4 te dUf et•t fna aofA l CII 4 2 3 • 

If ti. '.,-,VOrct llllJ ta illclacled, cha oaJ.7 C1le repMeioa -' nef.daeeJ 

._ of •11l&ft'al ··•n pn.ate4. 



-~ ·':., 
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See •ect10G 1.4 for• 41acuesioo of aodele aod ••ctioa 4.12 for a dbcueaion 

of linear dependence. 

Below we atve two anova tables for two dif f ereat ■odela. 

.... -·. 
NEXT? ~6 YON Xl X2 X3 X4 

ANOVA y ON Xl X2 X3 X4 
INt1IVI!>UAL CUHULATIVE 

SOURCE DF ss HS DF ss MS R**2 
"EAN 1 ,118'4E♦O6 ,1104[♦06 

Xl 1 1450. 1450. 1 1-450. 1-450. ,5339 
X2 1 1200. 1208. 2 2658. 1329, ,9787 
X3 1 9.794 9,194 3 2668. 889.2 .9823 
X4 1 ,2470 ,2470 4 2668, 667,0 .982~ 

RESIDUAL 8 .. 7.86 ,.983 12 2716. 226,3 
~-

NEXT?~~ 
ANOVA y ON xi X3 )(2 

INDIVIDUAL CUNULATIVE 
SOURCE "DF ss tts DF' ss NS R**2 

HEAN 1 ,1184E♦Olt ,1184E+04 
Xl 1 1"4SO, 1450. 1 1450. 1450. ,5339 
X3 1 38,61 38.61 2 1489. 744.J e:$482 

X2 1 1179, 1179, 3 2668, 889.2 .9823 
RESIDUAL ' 48,11 ,,346 12 2716, 226,J -·~~·~·. ·•: 

ta both of the above tables, 11 i• fit first, giviDg •.., of aquarea 
·~;:<·· 

of 1450. Frca the firet table, the sua of aquaree for X3, adjusting for 

Xl and X2 ia 9.794, while frOII\ th• •eeond table, the .ua of aquare■ for X3 

adju■tiag for Xl (but ignoring X2) ia 38.61. Fittina variable• in differinl 

ordera vill result 1n differing resulta. 

The columa marked "cumulative" in the ANOVA table 1ive the cUIDUlativ• 

sums of aquarea uaually referred to as the "reareHion" SU1U of 6Ml'l•r••· 

Por euaple, in the first table. the 4 d.f. IWI of aquaru 2668. ia the aua 

of •quar•• for ragr .. a1w ou Xl, X2, J.3, and 14, tbia s:waber vSll be tba 
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.. taated variance of a predicted value 1• varpred • ~ (1 + v), tbe "1" 

du• to the aclclitioul Tariability that 1a inherent 111 tbe NW obeervation • 
. 

lu1dea the predictioo, fitted valu., and tb&ir atudad enora, tlle 

value of v 1a alao priDtad out. Thu q\18Dt1ty 1• of aped.al inter .. t SA 

prediction, aa it 11v .. a l'Oalh •••r• of the raU.ability of the preclicUoa. 

If • 1a l.arae, the tbe 11w value• of the 1Ddependent variablu are not 

lib tba valuu uMd 1D eatiaatiOn, a4 tba predicted or fitt .. Yaluu 

froa tba aodel ai&ht be vary poor. "Larae" corrqpoDAla to beiD& b1ger 

tbaa -, of the v11 in the USID output; certainly, U • ! 1, predictlou 

will be UDreliable. V. ref er to the lara• v caae u bet.na atrapolaU.GD. 

OD tbe other laaDd, if v 1a ...u. aay about equal ill •la• to tba 

...Ueat value of the v11 frcia tba :ruidual output, tball ve ahaul4 -,.ct 

preclictiOD8 to be quite aooct, •• ve are atteaptq to predict ill tba .... 

r•ion u tbe odciaal data. Thia i• called illtai-polatioD. 

- e:nap\e of tlle Cl IN 1a &iY• Ml.ow. 

H[XT' P~EOICT YON J1 XJ FOR I 12 
PRtlICTION OI FITTED VALUE• f6.7824 
STI. ERROR(fITTED VALUE> • J.149}2 
ITI. ERROR(PREDICJlON) • 11.~164 
V • V(Fll. VAL)/aES. ~.s. • .808490E-01 

NEXTT P~~DICT YOH XI X3 FOR 8 80 
PtltlCTIOI OR FlTTEO VALUE• 1l0.406 
Stl. ERROR<fITTE8 YALUE) • 60.6464 
Ill. ERIORCPR£11CTJOI> • ,t.64t8 
I• vc,11. VAL)/IES. 1.1. • 2'.f7J7 



4.17 PARCO&.. Fora: PA.aCOll [aodel] 

Thi.9 cOIIINlld prints the partial correl&tiOlla of the dependent variable 

with the variables not in the model controlling for tho.. in the aodel. lt 

1a useful_ 1n so-called stepwise "atep-up" rearu.ion•• 

NEXT1 fARCOR ~ON~ 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS WITHY 

Xi X2 X3 
.9568 .1302 -.8951 

NEXT? ft\BCOR 5 ON X4 X1 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS WITH·Y 

X2 X3 
.S986 -.56~7 

The firat coaaand aivea the partial correlation of Y with ll, and X2 

and X3 adjuated for X4; the aecood aive■ the partial correlation• adjusted 

for X4 and Xl • 

4.18 TIAN. Fora: TRAN [Varl] • [type][var:f.ablea][par-etera) 

The tran•fot'lll&tion coma.and is usad to create new variable• froa the 

old onee already in the data set. A typical c-01111ancl •taht look like 

TIAN V3 • POWER Vl 2 .S 

which is read•• instructing the proara to take old variable Vl, add • .5 

to each value of the variable, square the reeult, and ■tore the•• valuH ii 

variable V3. !4ach of the ■pec.ificationa that are u■ed 18 explained below, 

!!!.! . Thia i■ the variable nuaber or label of · the variable that ii 

to be replaced or created by the transforaed value•• Varl ■ay correspond 

to any variable currently in the data aet except for the colUIID of weigbtl 

if weighted leaat squares ia beina used. Alternatively, Varl aay be the 

DU11ber of the f irat unused variable in the h.ta. P'or euaple, if the data 

currently hu 10 coli.mm• or vartablea, then the coataod TUN Vll • LOGlO VlO 
I 

would cr .. te a nev variable, Vll, vhoN value• a,:e the lopritbaa (to the 
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baH 10) of the data 1D VlO. 

lf Varl 18 left off t . then the equals sign auat also be left off. Th• 

dettiDatioD :La then aaauaed to be the f 1rat variable in the variable li•t 

followtna the "type" ■pacification. For uaapl•. TRAN SQR.T V3 would 

replace VJ by it• •quar• root. 

!xi!!• Tbe type ie the nae of tha transforaation. A complete list of typea 

it ~1ven 1n the table on the next pqe. (Note that aoae of the type• luted 

in the table are not yet available. but aboulcl be added 1D the near future. 

Type TUN BILP for a coaplete 11.at of available typea.) The uau of the 

tyl)M are aeut to convey their function, e. 1. , SQllT • POWD. PBODUCT, etc. 

• Tba type apec1fic:atioD 1a required. 

Varia'blea. Thia 1a tha liat of variable• to be tranaf onaed. Moat of 

the trauforaat:lona only require one variable 1D tb1a liat, but acaa (Stll, 

DIFF, HOD, etc.) require two. Th• valuu of the variable• in the liat 

Y1ll not be daaaaed ucept •• noted under "Varl" above. 

Paraetera. hoa zero to two par ... tera <••••, nuaerical valuea) are 

required to perfora the tranaforaat:lou. In the table, any par ... ter 1n 

•ciure bracketa, •••·• [c]. aay be left oft. and it will ••••• the default 

value •bow 1n the table. ill two par ... ter transforutiona require oaa 

paraatu:, and the eecond 1• optional: all one paraaetar tranaforaatiolla 

hive the par ... ter optiollal. Tlua, the follovina two coa1ad• are identicala 

?lAII 2 • POJll 2 .33, ucl Tia 2 • P~ 2 .33 o. 



•• 
. ~., .. , ..... , 

Table 4.18 

Number 
l.eyvord of Variablea !tarmMt•r• leeulta eo-nt1 

POWEi 1 1 [CJ <v-+c>' If P-0, UH log 

LIi 1 (CJ loa.<v+c) V+c>O 

LOGlO 1 [CJ loa10(v+c) ¥+C>O 

UP 1 [CJ .<v+c) lv+cl<110 

UPlO 1' [CJ lO(v+c) IV+cl<uo 
SQlt 1 (C} ~ V+c>O 

rr l [C] Ai+c+ lv-k:+1 v+c>O 

LINJ'.il l A, (C) A-.V+c v+c 0 

SCALE 1 A,[C) (V-C)/A ld-0 

SUK 2 DOU Vl+V2 

l>lff 2 DOM Vl-V2 

PIDD 2 none Vl*V2 

IATIO 2 noa• Vl/V2 v2;0 
AMCLlT 1 [IJ •1n-1(/v7i) Q<.V/B<•, teault 

1n radi.na 

AIS 1 (Cl lv+cl 
JI.OGX 1 DODe (V)loa. (V) V>O 

LAC l [I] t1•Vi-B -!f/2<B<N/2, ctrc 
lag. (see di,cu• 

ICPOWU. 1 (11 vl-1 G-geometric ••11 -I GB-l V auat be p..,siti 
(aee diacuasion) 

LSCOR£ 1 non• .. Scot·•" vector Sea diacuedon 

LOGIT, WLOCIT, } 2 [Cl 
{Loait transform of p • (Vl+c)/(Vl+l 

ilOGlT, lU.OCIT See diacussion 

PIIOIIIT, WPIU)JlIT } 2 [CJ 
f Probit traufcra of p • (Vl-H:)/(Vl 

API.OllT, IPROBIT \ See dia..:useioa 

OUMI« uou Liat of ,ue• Casas ll•t•d ••t to 1 1 aU o~r• ,at 

(C) baa defauJ.t val~ C-0, 1a opti"a.al 

(I] bu default value .. 1, ia opt.tonal 
S.ie ,tiscuniO'A 



L;agged variable• - If cu•• 11a a data ••tare ordered. u.aually ill ti•• 
it 1• eo•tiaes duirable to create~ variable• that are the .... a■ old 

variable• except that they are ahifted up or down (lagaed) ODe or aore 

placaa. 1D llultr•1, thie ia done via the colllNllld. TIWi LAG. ror example, ill 

ti. table Nlow. V2 • l.AG Vl -2, V3 • I.AD Vl •1• V4 • JAG Vl 1. VS • UC Vl 2 

LAG-2 LAC -1 Wl LAG 2 
!l V2 n V4 VS - - -
1 3 2 6 s 

2 - 4 3 l 6 

3 ' 4 2 1 

4 6 s 3 2 

5 1 6 4 3 

' 2 1 5 4 

Thll l..AG tr.anafonatioll is defined circularly: if the para•t•r B, th• nUlllber 

of lagecl periods, 1a positive, the nuaber for the laat I period• of Vl "wrap 

around" ucl are placed in the first B period• of the nn variable and if 

B<O, the lut l•l period• of the Dew variable have wrapped around vale~~. 

!!. ~ application.a E!!!, !:!!!!. ~ !!!!_ wrapeed around value• •bould !!2!, ~ * 
~ !!! computation•• ror uaarila, if tbe LAG +2 variable ie to be ued 

1D a regreaaion, type 

NUT? T1lt\B VS• LAG Vl 2 
NUTt DELBTI 12 

If LAG -1 ia to be used, aa4 there are rlOO cuu, type 

DXl1 TRAN Vl • LAG Vl -1 
Ulrf DILITI 100 



~Jt. 'lbe fora of th:Le u ... fot11ati011 1a 

rVl)B - l 
VAal • I G.B-1 . 

G ln(Vl) 

B-,. 0 
(1 

1•0 

where G • geoMtric •• of Vl • exp(tln(Vl)/n). 'l'hiafellily of the t~aa.afo 

tioo vu defilled by G.B.P. Box and n.a. Cos, ill "An ualyaia of Trauforut 

J. Roy. Stetiat. Soc .• ~ (1964), l!,, 211-46, eee alao We1abera (1980), 

Applied Linear Regression. p. 136. 

Generally, tbe Box-Cox power family tranaforution ia applied to the d8pen 

variable (Y) in a rear•••:l.on equation • For each of •everal value■ of I, the regrM• 

ia coaputed, and tbe reaidua.l aua of aquaru 1a found. The value of I that 

the llinim11 r.aidual aua of aquarea ia the udaaa likelihood ••Uute of I f 

IIOdel 
yl • 1B + e, • ~ M(O,o2I) 

The s•o•tric Mao ia included in the tran•fotw.U.01a to 1l&ke tbe reaidual 

aua of aquar•• be 1n the aa• acale for all 1. 

LSCORE. '!bi.a tranaforutiou 1a related to tbe lox ad Cox traaforat 

It 1a 4ef1aacl to be llillua tba ■core fuactioo, or 

a ~lB - 11 VAil • - 31 - 1-l • Vl (1- la(Vl/G)) 
B G .. l 

vbere C • aeoaatric MU of Vl. 

(1 



I 
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Thi• tranaforutiou vaa •u.a••ted by A.c. Atkineon. "Teati.a.g tranefonaatioaa to 

noraallty." J. Boy. Statift, soc,, Ser, I, (1973), ~. 473-479. tu u.. 1a 

briefly aummariaed below. 

1. Suppoae that fitting a llOdel of the fora (l) ie of intereat. 

u • firet try, eet 1-1, and fit the model Y • xa+o. ror exaaple, auppoae 

Y • V4, and the independent variables are Vl V2 V3 

2. To te•t the ad~uac1 of thb model {e.g. of I• 1), defiu a nev 

variable VS by 

TIAN V5 • LSCOU t 

then, fit the ac,dal YON Vl V2 Vl VS 

3. The t-teat of the coefficient for v, for thi• aodel ie an 

approximate t-t .. t for B • 1. The nUllber of d.f., n - p' - 1 1 ie atvn in tbe 

IEGS output. 

4. If tu t•atatietic 1• large. then an eetiute of B 1• 

81ven by 1 +y where y ia the eatillated coefficient for vs. 
A 

S. Let B be the u.xinaPI likelihood eatiute of I obtaiucl b:, the lox 

and Coa method. Then continuin1 the above aaiple, coaipute 

" TRAM V6 • BCPOWEll YB 
TBAN V7 • LSCOR.E V6 
l!GS V6,0N Vl V2 VJ V7 

Then the etandard error of the coefficient estiNte for V7 can be uaed 

"1th th• t di■ttibution vith n - p' - 1 degrH• of freedoa to aet • confidence 

interval for I. 

XLOGX. Thia tTauforaation is helpful in finding traanfonaation of 

independent variablu via the method of G.E.P. Box and P.W. Tidwell. ''Trana

foraations of the independent variables," Tecbnometrica (1962) ~• 531-SO; 

see al.ao Weiabera (1980) 02.ctt., p.141. 



~ u • vutan(.P. -~~bltid;_~;,.tr~,1.~for-..tic.11 \Ch~ tb.w couots are 111,i~lly 

dist1"1'~~l!i. 'i'~• •~·:Cl~ tr4~f!(:n.t.t0tt. ,~e Pi•,,:::n·r "r !atetr•'- kl,;;,Mr.Mi. ·. '" 
'i·•:. 

LOGtt t:~o~Corr:#ttc.-n. ~"J \Lt!,~1 tv ! t; .. l'-'Sfat!c ~rn11ud,-OJ.11 a«>Gt:l~. Il t1ttt-,r 
,.~, 

.. 

reiru11!~0 pr-o';; lt.r .• H h \JOt!lilly fl;.;-,rt>i•tifiL, Ut. ~'!:, o-pil.'iC_.ill "'--~-t:,::, b lft1Jlitt4 
, ,t ~ •• 

:,- ·. • ;'!•,. 

·:.d. 

f') .t )",!_ 

..,~iutu ~il.H !.r. Ltt '3ci, U.;~~t®. vu·!,~b! "i 't;. ta: cbe v~r.tnl• t~ -~ ~r.~r.-,t·otllli&~, 

" i~ 1'\ JIC;!~e (~tor th<.~. MS.& .;d~!t vd•a ~f, J-1 'au! ·. V?:/ll .. Jr.If'. ,.1.\l 
,,, ,; 

p!"o~rtio~, h /11 •(lpU>yrt~t• t~ e-~ 5,.1~0 • If ~1 :oet4!rJ tho z.UlJl,~t uf 
,l. .. -.(, . 

a\lcc1;.:,~~~• • ~ft V2. ~f!£~~/J;" ~b•. m.:r.1h,,f,~ ~f. tr1r.le • tlwn'. t~ 1:uc::.rlld ff J.-~ V.l • 

I'.AtlO Vl \12 e,:w,J.!d ?,fl uoe.i ~f.Jrc: .,llil4~ fl' .... ~ /JiG:..lt. 

u,. of tf,(l .10 •• ;1;. \T~}itfont,,1.,n.,,itf 'df.G'-'\'GS'Z:cl ii\ Sne:!.~--!!f.lC &.l4 ~!°i!'.:., 

~t~t.:.,.tf.~1.l. ~ ... t~ ... ~s (~%l). 6th ~1U?aa.i 'h' 1,1.1 ........ _._.._:t~•~·•---...... ' . . • 

Ti'J-.:.1 W..kl • t~r&r'!" v.~ -·2 {Cl 

filt.:J ''A.'\.! - µx:iT Vl ~ [Cl 



where VAR.l b th•. rell~lt', tf ~d V2 are exhtina variables 1uch that 

if Vl ie the aumber of ■ucce .. e•• V2 i• the number of trials 

if Vl is the proportioa of succea1e•, V2 ia O, indicating the column of l's. 

If Vl ia a percentage, it lllUat firet be tranaformed to a prop~rtion by 

ucse of the TRAN SCALE c011mand. The optional parameter Chas default value 

o, and· 1. used to handle 'c~see with obs~'rved values of '0% and 100%. 1 When 
i :, r .) .:. - i. ··~ \ • - ... · 

theee extreme value• occur in the date, the value of C • • 5 ia recoaaiended. 

,;~ both of the~~ transfo~tiona 1 ·uret a value p i■ computed where, 
' ,. 1 ;. 1 ) ,:f'. ;··'y. (-:;: ·1, .,. ... -· ·, •• . ·:·--~;.,..·:.• 

1
•"• .•• ; i : 

for uch case, p • (Vl + C)/(V2 + ·2c) J ,-•ch 1 ~~t. -~~ betve11h O ~'!.'!.• ~· ·, 
~1:-·: ..... :~ .(· .. · .. ·':.'.t·'it-:"!'I....._.~~ :~ ~~-=' ;..t...,;...<it:•·~<:·,. ·. ' • . ,.,;,;" _.._;_· • . •. ' .. 

. 'l.'b~ transformations are defined,l:,y:: ·· · •,\-!....... ,;),. ,:, .. 
_:..,. ,j,' • ' ·I • • ., I ~ ~~ • ,•. •, ... , - ,. 

LOGIT: , VA.'U • ln_(p/ (1-p)) 

PROBIT: Vil!• ♦--l(p) + 5.0 

If data traneformed via tlle,,logit or probiLtraneforution are to be 
' ' ~ . 

t· --:r,..- ·, · .: . . ti 
uae4 ,a• dependent variables 1n a regression probl,~• it ia'. ~ual,l,y appro:: ·: 

I• . •• .. _; ;,~.:•:#_:' , .. _>,:i :,: ·•••: \1f~ , ,· • .-•~·).'.,~;"'.:. ,1,'•~:"· ••:·. i. •,. :_. •,. •: ,.~- .,• -_., ,,:_ .. :_•·\•.'. ,.; 

·l~~~_te_,t_o ... use weigh_~~_d_ leatJ_t sq~r~s with emp_i!ic~gy __ de~,~ec! ~~i~U. These 
. ··- . ... . __ ... ·_ .... 

•eights are deteniined by the follm,ing c01111&nd•: 

TRAN VAR2 • WLOCl? Vl V2 [Cl 

TRAN VAlU • WPltOBIT Vl V2 [Cl 

where'Vl, V2 1 a.nil C should be identical to the value• given in the 

correspondini probit ·or logit co111manda,· I>efiniag p as above, the. trapefo~t~on• 

are: 

WL0GIT: Vill • V2(p(l•p)) 

WPiDBIT: VAR2 • V2(exp(-i)/p(l-p)(2.w), w_ith y • •·
1

(p)_ 

Por I.Xantple, to do a weighted regresai.on uling the lo&it transfom, vitb 



Vl • number of' sucdui•e·•~ ·vt • 'nl.llllbcr· ot td•le, VJ and v• • 1Aclepndent 

variables, the' following' c~ands are: apfropriate: 

NEXT? TkAN V5' • U>GIT Vt V2 .s' ·.• ,, 
NEXT? TRAN V6 • WLOG!T Vl V2 .5 
NExt? SET WEtGHTS V6 ;, . . ... 
NEXT?, ~EG,s, .vs_ ON V3 __ .~4 :r.:, , , , 

Two war~ing&::>Sfca ;f.n, order.. h.er.e:: ·. Flirst.• ,111.nce the,-,,eighta· are empirically 

the rf'sulto el>,t'1lin~d. ThU.iJ, .•te,,,ts,· nan4-ard error•, residual plou, and 

s:t.11iilar Mul-trcg resitl ts are only ap;pTcni111•t• ly conect. Secoud • 11e-thods 

other than least squares are usually used to fit these modele;·for logistic 

re~reasion, maxi111Um liklihood is a preferred estimation method, and the 
'. ' 

weighted least squares estimates obtained by one iteration hi Multrag are 

not equivalent. 

Inverse logit: '·and erobit.' ''suppdai that 1a 'the abov•··~1e; ve add 

the following conmand 

NEXT? KEEP 5 ON 3 4 PRED AS 7 

The, predicted values (V7) c4n be transformed back to~• ori&iaal scale via 
. ,. . . : ! . : ·_; . l ... ':'-:. .... : . . . ·:; , 

tha iovar1e or antilogit on antiprobit collllQ8nd: 
. . ..~ '. .... , ..... ~: .. 

NEXT? TRAN VS• ALOGIT V7 V2 [CJ 
' ( 

NEXI? TRAN VS • APROBIT V7 '12 [CJ 
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where V7 • column of p~edict~~f ~alue~-, V2 ~,:~~l~ ·of aaiiple eizee for fitted 

io~U tiid, V2 • (i for fit:'ted' p~~~or1ithn,i,· c-·opti~l c~~~t, prokbly C-0' 

The coq,uted trauforaation is for ALOGlT 

··V8 • , l-1/t'(.V2 + 2C) - C 
l+• 

,- •. ~ 



For the aDAloaou• APROBIT cotaaDCI, the tranefonaation i• 

VS• t(V7 - 5)(V2 + 2C) - C 

·i 

vhere t is the cumulative normal distribution function. 

lter!tiv.el_y rewe!&b,ted . .\fast sguiu_!!. A second weight..ed regresaic>n can 

be ~,ute,, using the f1tt,d valuee from the firet rqr¢•s1on, to c~µta 

ve.ighC.:11 T~1'. . .: 1• facilit;,t«.,d wi~, th~ co..ande IL~lT, PIOIIT: 

TRAN V9 • RLOGIT V7 V2 

TRAN V9 • RPElOBIT V7 V2 

where V7 • column of fitted value~· :i~-::. tbe probit or loait ecale (from lC!EP •:;1·,; 
• ·,: ~-- .. ·....... :.•_.:·· .. >;", •. . •' . ·:·, -·.~.'-~·.;..1.~~.-:.} 

c/:: command)/ V2 • column of, eample sizes (or V2 • O if sampl:e _"i!ze·s are ~1. •q~l) • 
" ,•·• . • . . ~ • .... _.:.. • _'! • '411 •• . !_, :• :.; .l •• • ";, 

~-. . ,. ... . .. ... 

. , -~:~f~f~ ~:.;p•~~tere;. The trauforution are: 
. r .. ., • ... ·,:-•. -.--- • •. 

-..·: 

-(V7'- S) 
2 

V2' e 
ltPROBIT V 9 • t(V7- 5)(1- t(V7'- 5))2'1 

The following cOllllll.llda are then appropriate (coutinuin& the euiaple) 

NEXT? SET WEIGHTS V 9 

NEXJ:7 REGS VS ON V3 V4 

Another iteration would be done by repeating KEEP, TRAN RLOGIT, SET aiad RltGS. 

For information on logit tranafora, see D.R. Cox, The Analysi• of 

!!,,ndry Data (1970), London: Methuen. The probit tranafom ia diacuaaed 

by D. J. Fi.Aney, Probit Analysis (1971). lnd Edition, Cabridge U. Pre••• 
· . · -~ . .:.·: , -· ·._ .. _ .. , .f·.::..-. ,. .. · ..... _.-·~r-~ .• ~ ·- ·• - · -:·- . ·, ·;:~ ~-~·- . ... -·-- ..... ·-.. f~·::•·:~~-;•~~~'i'~~a.-~:~ :!'- -·_ 
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Ja_umny vadables~ 'A duilliiy variable, ritb ~~lue• 0 or l , 111 created in 

analogy to the following: 

NEXT? TRAN Vl • Dt.JIOfi l 3 5 TO 9 15 TO N 

c••ft.'.8• .Nhere the _v&;l,µe is one. Note t·he use o.f t'TOtl, indicating ·case• 5,6,7,8 

and cases 15 to. ,ca.:e N.,, the- last .caae in the -data ;set. Case nuillbera must be 

ordered, sm..llest to largest. The created varia~le can replace any existing 

variable, or be the first unused variable. (Reaember that Multrea can only 

read in 99 itellll OD any COIIMnd. Thu;•'~ a DUMMY tranaforution with 96 or 

more ainaly l1ate4._ c-.e nUlal>en ld.U GOt. be p11)perly read.) 
• .' •• ,I ·.: • ' - ' . 

:. ~;; . 

-·. ~" ,, 

~--

: i. 

-l ' -
), .. 

• ,,4\ 

• ·: , • i. ; ~, . •. r {·:, , , , J. 

<:., ..... 
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Limitations. At aoat two atatiatica say b• aaved oa. one DIP COIIIUDd; 
~,. .. '.! ::·~- :- .. ;·" :· :·> ,-t .-~.:.~.11~~: .~.1.~ .. a>·'- ~). _.·? 

tbul DEP USID AS 3 PIID AS 4 ia peraitted, bat rmEP USil) AS 3 PIID AS 4 

VU 5 1a not.. 

1ttxn .. ~EEP Y oN x, 
K££P Y 0~ X1 
PREDICTED KEPT AS V7 
RESIDUALS KEPT -AS V6 

, 1 '~' ·-

MEXT'r ~Tf\l 
YAR1HL£ M ~. VERA6Ec,, 

X1 w t3 ·1.462 
X2 13. 48~15 
Xl 13 ..:,' .. ~:'7 
X4 13 30.00 , u·· · '95.42 
V6 13 .tJ66E~11 
'11 1l 9,.42 

.. ;:._ !~ '• 

.. ,,·
,,,/ 

' .. ~ ' .. c 
X2 XJ x•.RESID AS 6. P.'RED AS 7, 
X2 Xl X4 

;" , .. ~· .. 
·vAtIANCE½~•.ST. DEY. 

34.60 5.882 
2•i.t *~-~6 
4f-:;~3·-"· - J.405 
280.2, ... . U.74, r.: ,t.. • ·: 

226.J, I,?: 1,.04 
3.939 t.997 
222.J 14 .• 91, 

Hl.W 
1.000 
26.00 
4.000 
6.000 
72.!I0 

·3.17~ 
12.19 

4,26 EIG!'lf. Fora: EICEN [viiruble llet] [VEC'tOlts] [COll] 

·-- -;'., ~. •'• 

flAX 
21.00 
71.00 
23.00 
60.00 
11 :5. 9 
3.923 
1n., 

Thie CODWa.and ia used to print the eigenvalues and, if requested, 

the eigeavectora of the corrected cross product m.atrix (or, if requested, 

th1,,correlnti9n-.~tf~) of.,ihie:varillblen •p~ified 1il tbe-:11.st. If tu·· 

liat is lef~ off., t~,-~1.g~v"l~• of: t~.,vhole data aet,.are· computed;.: ·L.-. •1 

for regn1saion application•• _one. wo.ld tUIILl&lly• want tba eigeavalu .. -for i.::, .; :~•. 

the act of JAt!.,.,Pu.d~~ yai:~bI:ea cnl.J., --
- \T' 

·-:: ~~' L.' !.J J 1.JJ · V · ;.,• 1 

.. 

. ..... -~· :·.: (. 
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,. .. , "'',,. 
' · .. • : . _.. 

Jor tha Bald data. thu ca.und u 1·1ven by 
~ '"'• ,·, ' • ...... •.,, 

NlXTT EIGCN XJ X2 X3 X1 VECTORS 
EIGENVALUES 

021•. a10.o ,.a., 
,ct. '.91,.60 , ·1 Lu.. 2.01 ·-

ElGEHVEClORS 
ll -.6780[··01 .600 - .5; .''l 

X2 -.6785 .1'99E-01 ., .. 40 
l3 .2902E-01 ·.7553 -.4036 
;u .7309 - .1 oas .4684 i 

2.946 
.04 

·.~062 
.4933 
.5156 
.484-4 

c, .,,,t~S~, 
·,..,._ 

.. /:·' 
. -~) .. 

HEXl ! £1GEH XJ x2 XJ U CPBR YEClQBS · 

. ,( 
.••-· 

ElGENV,ALU£S 
2.236 1.576 

l• ~CT. 55.~V · . 39 ,40 

Xl 
12 
X3 
14 , 

,~ ... 

E16EMVECTOiS 
.47,o 
-~639 

-.3941 
- ~.S47t 

. ~ ,. ,'.'>~,1.lillli'.,·:~,.. -~··· 

.5090 
-.4139 
-.,o~o 
· .4,512 

·''" 4.67 

.0755 
-.J1,U 
.un 

-.US4 

• t{24E·02 
.04 

.2411 

.6418 

.268:S 

.6767 
•r-•::-:.~ .. 
'.· 

If the word "VECTORS" did not ··appear on th• cOla8Ild, only the ·•igenvaluu 

utrix is .uaecL:t!O:f:1:n'd eigenvalues and eigeavectore. 

Tbe line of output imediately under the eigenvalue• &1vea aacb · 

eigenvalue as• percent of the aua of the e1&envalu••• 

Comeutationa. The coaputation■ in this ccaaand are doue by the 

). ~rt'a.ngulat' method \)Sing subroutine RS, ;~ff~f th~'·EiSPACi\'.'itbrai:y ,-· wri.t.!'.~' 
~:~ ~ ........ ~ ': ·::.;:~_ ..... !;;,_~;~_.0,.:·~:.:-::•·.;::·-~.::--:~-t'-.it~~-~:. ·....s~. .·,. . ...:_.-~· :p._ -•:.,.· ... --~_: .. 'ik~··:~_-,':.~---~·• . ........ -.-:-_ ...... :...~.--· !';.""''-''.,:-_:_· 

at the Argonne National Laboratories. 

The order of printing the eigenvalue• and eiaenvector• bas changed 

froa veraion 3. 2. '~ 
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4. 27 PI.INCOKP (list 1) AS (liet 2) (CORJl] [ViCTOISJ 

Thi• cODl&-lld print• eiaenvalue■ (arid eigenvector• if byword VP.CTOIS 1• 
\ •,j C ' • • ~ l.; ' 

uaed) ·ancl eave• priJJcipal_ co~nenta. ~ased on li~t l, putting the re~ulu in 
•. ""-~\'lift~· ~;:~ •. ;-r~<·.:"~. :·~ .... fo_,;-•~--··'.·'.~;_',• .. ~'T.':"~-":'.'-r~~-......... ,, 

irt 4.~c.~!~~~ng ~\"jar ·of :fhJ\_!!~~Y#.!?~~:,~Jj~ 

. l' 

:·,;,; 
>.·. 

H£xr1 fRJNCQHP x1 x2 XJ x• AS, 7 e 9 
£I6E:NVALUES '.i .• : 

,21~. 810.0 149.9 
tCT. u.,o · 1t.29 · 2.01: 

TH£ FIIST 4 PRINCU~t.l. COitPONEWTS· SA,VU.:A$ ... 
V6 V7 V8 V9 _., . 

Liat l muat includ~ column riiimbers 'ctirrently' iii ·ttie data setJ ·,Liat 2 may 

include the first few previou:Jly 11nueed columns, but if ao, the new coluan 

n11111bora muat be '~;:ie·r~a smalleat to'1at'geat with''flo ·unuHd eolU1.IU8. lf liat 2 

ha.a fewer element'r than does liet ·. 1/' tben only the: principal cosponenu <4·a 

correepondi!l8 tn tho la:-gest eigenvalu·e• are asaved. 
·, ... ,.,, ., . 

Co5?uta.tiou. · · The · n x p matrix Z of principal component ccorea ia · 

co:np~ted fro,..& the .• f o~ula. '.-' Z .:··m· ,mere X ie determined fl:om liat 1 And U 

is a Ulatrix of eieo~~alueo. ,uec S~ Weia~erg, _AppU.ed Linear Regresliotl (1980), 

Section 7.6. X, U aro coo7uted •• followa: 

Without keyword CORR, 'X• matrix of ~ata given by liat l, 

0£ correctad cress p=oc!uct·,u.trix for X • 

U • dgeuvoctore 

With k.eywo:1:d CORR, X • M abo-.re exua>t each entry 1a atandarized by 

(,a.tu'!- colwm avar~go)/colUt1n ~tandard ·deviation; U • etgenva,:.tor• of cor

relation matrix. 

With * 1n list lt X., ,H above, u ·coaap~tod, from uncorractad ct'OH 
~.:::.:· .~.::. 

,rocuct a'?.trix. 

If V3ighted least squnrea is used, then U • eigenvalues of •P?r'QPT.iate 



weighted matrix; however, ~ ColWDn _of: .weights uy .ru?,!_ appear in list l C'!' 

in 'lial: 2.· 

4.27a SDJSI_T. , _Forua: .. SENSIT {model} [llSlNC value liet) 
.,, 

thb cor:amaq4 io. .used to, e~timate the sensitivities of esti111ated coef

ficienta to small perturbations in the independent v•riablea. _The coefficient 

used ie 111.inus the common logadtbm of the relative sensitivity coefficient uua 

gested by G. W. Stewart,, and :discusse_d in S. Weisberg, Applied ~l; Resres

!Em• (1980) • pag,u 67-71,. In the cQm.mand, the value list contaiut'I ostim:t1ad 

.cendard devhtiona for the perturbat.ions in the independent variables in the 

same order as the independent variables appear in the model. :If the lis?: i:1 

given, thes~ standard deviations are_ all eet to one. If fewer values arc 

given than· there are independent va-riilbles, ones: are_Jldded J:~. the and of tr.a 
. . ~. ,'.,. ' .. .{ 

liet. ·, .. 

' . 
If an Q )I( r' indepenJent variable utrix X is obaeived vltt\OUl' error, wi 

• .., .. , ·, .. · l 

dependent variable Y, the leafit '•4tl•'ree ;.est.tmator for the mQd~l .• Y • ~B + e ic 

$ .. (XTX)-1lY . Now, aup~ose ::thlif uthe.r th.an observe X, we observe ~ ·r E "'T. , 

whe::-e E is a· matrix of auia.li observation e.rrors or pert~rbations. Wo ,,:-::~1ld 

say that pertu'rbatione are neg~igible 11 f 8. (iTi) -liTY ia nearly. the sg;.;.,Hl9 ~ 

The relative ten~itivity coefficl11nt11' gjk are defined by 

j ':" 0.1 •.••. ,p 

k.• l, •••. ,P • 

where : ~- ~j ·are 'the'.obse:rved l,ea,t squares esti..-tora, , RSS is the residual 

sum of squares, and cjj, cjk are elements of (XTX)-l, and ok is the presui::., 

stand~~d de~iatiou of the· perturbations in c.ol'Wlm k. One can ebow that, if 

only column k. of X. 1& subject ~o relatively am.all perturbations (of oagn.1-

~t~d.e' -'csk )~ then.-['· 



. t t -~ I ••• , li3 - eJ f 
.,.,fijl 

I •·".' ."•ii,, J··t 

vith hi&h probability. Thu•~ if all the gjk are aall. the regrusion·problG 

b ioaeo.aitive to per.turbations. The valuu printed by the~ are Gjk, vb.ere 

.• ! _ -log(gjk) 
G • 
jk . . ..99 . 

,i.f ' .: ,,. • _;,, . . • 

.. 
: ~:, ,;- .... ;. _,e-~} f 

if la I > 1. x 10-9 
' j . 

if le,i' <. L x 10-9 

... 
If Gjk 1e po•itive, then 11e expect that if \ were perturbed, Bj W<:>~i1d 

raree with ij to about Gjk digit■; if Cjk < 0 , tbeQ u~ ~,f,!etaent 18 

expected. If any of the Gjk are aaall or nesative. than the r~~r~saion 
. , . l ·: .. , ;J)..;''.__. ~· ., ,. 

p1:vMdlil~'V'eitstt'i'1te';'Co pertu~b~tio~.: . Io· th• computer ~utput, rows cor-
. ";. ti ;~. 

; respond to{:cbeff:tc~rida eiid.mat~d~ and ~~lwm• correepond to perturbed 

colUll:lls • 

We now coapute the sensitivitiea for the Hald data. Each of ll to X4 

11 a perc~ntage, and we can probably aeauuae that .. each of these iB accurately 

t!aeured, except possibly for roQ.nd~Q~( erroi on the least aignHicant digit. 
: .. ,,.: ~ ' . .. . . 

'· 

If we assume that the rqund-off er_roi: .1,: unifonaly diettih\1,J:td on the intert'"l 
-.. ·: :.i ; ,•,',. '. ;·' ,. 

(-.s •. S), theQ variance of the round-off er.ror 1a well known to be 1/12, ;- ,,·, ' . 

10 the standard deviation 1a .. (Vl2,)l/2',:. 0,2?. Udng thit1 as the at&nd&rc.1 

deviation for .-ch of the X!,e. we find 
! ' ~-

NEXT? stHS Y ON Xt X2 XJ X4 USING .2' .2' .2? .29 
SENSIT r ON Xf X2 . XJ, \ X4 . 

PERTURBED COLUNH -~ .... 
EST. Xf X2 XJ X4 . .. 

' 
VO .5 ., ., ., 
11 .8 .9 .9 1.0 
ll • 4 ... • :5 ., 
X3 -.4 -.l -.3 -.2 
14 -.2. -.t -.1 - "t 



-~;,c~ 
tor e.1;Amt)l11, if •" wtne ptn:ti.lt\.i,:;i.1 by •ddin& io tound-ot.f eiror, the n.ev 

••t1ute for the coefficient for Xl 1hould aaree with the current e1tiuta 

to about l. 0 di&its (e. I·• c14 • 1. 0). All !n all, the•• valuu are very 

••11, and aany are o•a•tivM, ao the calc~tiona ore Tery aeneitive to round 

off error. J1gra11ioo calculati®• for tbe•• data and the fw.1 aodel are not 

reliable. 

4.28 BND lFNAMEJ 

End 1s the uual teraination for tbe progr•.· tf a f ilewtN i. given, 

then a binary file 1• '-Titteo that iocl."4•• all current infol'llatioa, includ 

label•, set valua• of parauter1. etc. Thia file can be rud bJ 16lltr•1 -2!!!! 

: :V:h. t~P Rct.oAO conmand • 
. . ,., • • • ,. !"t _, .... 

-~ 
4.28a ~ (filename] 

; 

Thi• cOtlllll&D.d read• a file, created by aa 'END comaaa.d, reatoriug all vali. 
\I . "1. ,_ V ··: 

• •, '1,-,J ~,._:. ""'\- .-.· a Ii••••• , 

u they wre before wh·eu t_h~_ ~ ~~IJ •~co~tared. ~~)~1~-~~f~.'J~~t-val 

! .. :'.:.·_ • .... ,~ ... 

wen,~-
NUKtER LAbtl 

1 X 1 
2 X2 
3 )(J 
4 U 
5 ., 

~NYllG~?lg ,uR~lNARr, LF.ASJ 5Qij~ll. 
tJYOT iUL[~AMCE = .IO~l-0~ •o. OF CASES 11pH f'OSIT IVE "UGHT • IJ 

HOTT ~Q t:.~ftW'. , .. , 
,1LE FNAM( LA• IE kElOAD£D. 
tUIAL CP Tlftt U!t£8 JS, t'.211.·SEClJUI. 

s X t f'l!LT f,·F.G . . . . 
RU LY P. E & -- Vf.RSIO~ J.~ 80/06/20. 14.01.02. 
l~/06/1~ --- NEU V£RSJOH1 USERS TYPE "£SSA61 
FIRST STEP ,oR TY,[ 'READ HELP') 

1 NVJAD fNE\Mt; 
FlLi FNA"E ... R£LOAb£D. 

WElT? ~ 
HUNi!.R LAt[L 

t 11 
2 X2 
3 lJ 
4 ... 
5 y 

CWij(!~MTEO CCRDl~AATI L£AST SDUA•E~. 
,:vol TO~ERA~~( • .1~0[-0~ 

f SITI~f U(JEHT • 13 
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4.29 HELP • 

. . _. ,);ifhta':i~~--'t~aultf! inri th~ printiq of &
1

,briof dHcl"ipti01l of all tbe 

available COIIIIUU\de. 
·.a. 

In addition, HELP aay be uaed ae a aodifier for cy 

ca.and. For example, UCS HELP vould get infomatiou coacarntq the 

regreaeion coaaand. 

4, 30 MES SAG! 

, T_~u. ~catanf' -,M~~ c~u,nic•'tioo. ~cw,een the ·",Mr .,uld ,~h• vr-~•n of 
·'1 ··t ·- . • ·-:,• • 

l\ .. ilable here. MESS.AG& will be updated periodically. '! ~ f .., • 

Thia command is uaed to control priotina. If SAVE i• OH, the ~e■ulte 

.. ,1>f cert.atn covuund• ar• output nn lnt'al f1I• SAVF.R u they apput' at dwa .. , ... -
teletype (1ncludin,a heedina•>: the default for SAVE 1• OFF. If• local t1lo 

nae ia atven in place of ON or Ol'F, the output ia written on that file. 

If PllNT i• OFF, output from certain cOlllll8Dd■, except for error-•~••••• 

11 }!gi printed at the uaer'• tentnal. The default of PRINT ia ON. 

For euaple, auppo•• a ueer wanted to eave the value• of c,, but. 

becauae there are uuy variable• the u•er doe• not vaat the output priDted, 

The followtaa C0111U1d• are then appropriate 

'' '1;7,. 

NEXT? OUTPUT SAVE ON~INT OFF 

OUTPUT FROM ALL AND RESIDUAL PRl~ED ON FILI SAVU. 

!Ux.lq output fro■ SAVE and OUTPUT oa one tile, vhile pP.raitted, 1a not 

recomended. The rHulte of Otn'PUl' colU\ot be read by Multrea or by NAT'tll. 



,-._, ,. 

4.32 c,TIME 

. Thia cCllll&Ulld will_ prillt the aaaount of c•tral '-roc••~r tiae ued •inct 

the laet "DAD'' comac4. 

.tJ .. -~.' ·. ' J· 

4.33 $~!1aNT 

' Any 1npu\f lille 1,eiinn!at' with a .. ,,, will! be' igno~ecl by- the proaram. 

Thia cmnao.d; -h< u•ed priaatlly to·Ja1iw umoution ~f output for future 

reference. 

, . 

.:.--· 

-f .t ': •• J (; l_ 

' 'I_ 

.. ! . '. 

'q 

., -~ :-~ . . .. 

·i : ·: ·, I _;i. 
,-, 

1,-_:-"-
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4.35 RPCPLOT [K>DELJ vs (VAllABLE LIST} 

The result of this colllDSlld is to produce scatter plots. 
':.·,\. 

On the X axta, 

the values c,f the specified independent ;,ariable are plotted. The 

Y-axis has Y;al~s /'.f.. t.h~ '_'resid~:ils plus components" plotted.. These 

values are de!ined to be the sum of th~ residual for the uaodel that 

18 fit plua.a·c4>mponent-for'·t:he'variablo-plotted on the'·xiaxis (namely. 

:that variable ti&aea its estiuted, alope · from the regression in the model 

specified. This plot is useful in studying thE' relationship be,tween the -

variable ,on· the X axis and the independent ·var·table after adjusting for 
,.. 

all othet variables in the model.. 'These 'plots are al.so called "partbl 
,.•. 

residulll plots". For furth~r discu.•u,ion, s~~ W. A, Li~rsen, and S. A. 

McCleary ( 1972), ''The use of ptrtial residual plots in regression 

analysis", Technome.trios 14 1781-90 ·or F. wood (1~73), ''the we of 

individual effects aad ·residuals in fitting 'i!quaHons to dafa", T'echno~tr.tcs 

M, 677-9s. ' . ..,..; ..... 

4. 36 .XEtJ>LOT YVAlt VS . ('XVAR ·M opUon] 1[k~yword), '·' 
: £~ ' ' 

Where YVAR a.s:ul XVAR ore -existing va\'iables; and the: optiotial keyword 11 

described below. This com&nd1 -draws plots on Tektronix ·4000 :. -series 

tetmi~t~.:" In .,~ditio~~. it provides the necessary ~-~orm.ation to .turn on and 

off a TektrOi\ix ID!)det, 4662 p_en, plotter (provided that the plotter ic 
. ., . ·. ,.. ' . . . . -·. ~ .. . . 

raferred to as unit "t>"). Thia comand ehould not be used by non-Tektronix 

uaers • 
IC• . :-.. •, ·,.,. 

.Qe,ttons for x-axis 
.... 

RAMKIT - normal probability plot of YVAR 
INDEX - plot YVAR vs index number 

BNORM - half normal probability plot of YVAR 

. .:t•~ 

,. ' .. 
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Xe;rword• .• ~·.:·.·.·,. -~ _ 

ALL - Plot all case• 
"" 1 t - · -:1 :~ . ., . ..: .... .. 

lNCL'!JDED ' ... ·· (default) plot cases with positive c.ue weight 

.. DEI.£T~J) ~r.., Plett c4aea with 'negative or zero case: weight 

Parameters. Many aspects of the plo~ can be alt~r,~c:t\l•i.ng t.he .. SEJ'.: 

command (parameters for TEKPLOT are TSRAFli:, TLI~.E, TS~, l'l,.Al.¼L,.,'J'XAXIS. 'l'YAXIS) 
. ; 

See Sec. 4.3 for details. 

Curser. On terminals equipped with a curaer • if TLABL • p ( the .def,ult), 

cr1.>H hairs will appear on the screen a(ter plotti.~- Po•i~~9n cro•..- ,•ha.its 

appropriately and type: 

C to print the £.&&e numl)er of the nearest .case 
~ ,, . ,_ . ' .. ' . . : ., . . ,· ~ -. ' \ . 

V to print the vertical axis v~lue for the near~st ~•e 
.·• - , '• ·,· ' 

B to print the horizontal axis value for the nearest case 
' ::..~ -,.,. ; '/ ••. ,I.·; ' .,. •• t.· • 

T to type a J;.itle starting at the location chosen and ending with 
a carriage return 

A to replot tho sa?!M! data, but using use~ ~t uu.nim4 and u:,q:ma 
for the axes (the' #;cfeen will be automatically erased, and th• 
user will be aaked. to ~upply .~j.nirua., . .-nd,.Nx~) (!gaJn) 
: . . ,·. ' .. ) ,.. . ' . . . -~-: . ~~- ' ~ ... 

S to terminate the cOIJIIJJlnd and ~UI1l off .,th,, cureer,,, (Stop) 
:_. : . .: -:·· ·' ! : ,·, ·: ~ ··: ·.:' ,_., ";,. ..• • . -

Red~uat plots! .. ~~-u~e onl.y:, existing! c()l61nns can be tu.cid in n.-KPLOT, 

a ~esidual plot i& ~duc.,.ed ~y cowaands •nalogou• to the following 

:i.~~1 i: 
m.A..a. KEEP 5 CN 1 2 3 4 STUDRES AS 

NEXl'? LABEL 6 7 AS EHAT FIT 

NUT? TEKPLOT EHAT VS FIT 

(OPTIONAL] 

,_._·,,., ·. 

6. PIED AS 1 
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MULTREG User's Manual 

o. 
Introduction 

MULTREG is a versatile interactive computer program for the analysis of 

data using the techniques of multiple regression. In addition to computing 

estimates, standard errors, and tests, the program can be used for a wide 

variety of statistical calculations, such as predictions, residual analysis, 

plotting, transformations, variable selection, weighted least squares, and 

cross validation. 

This version of the program represents a significant change from earlier 

versions available at the University of Minnesota (from 1974-77), as both 

input and output features have been improved, and new operations have been 

added. The program was primarily designed by S. Weisberg, with important 

contributions by Christopher Bingham. Several others have written code for 

the program: Sharon Yang, Peter Stenberg, Lewis Paper, Ronald R. Regal, 

Paul Smith and Keith Howar-Lowe. The program is written in FORTRAN, and 

runs with the KRONOS operating system on CDC Cyber computers. 

Support for this program has been provided by grants from the Educational 

Development Program of the University of Minnesota for 1975-76 and 1976-77. 

Disclaimer. This computer program has been extensively tested and checked 

for accuracy and, to the best of our knowledge, contains no errors. However, 

neither the University of Minnesota, the Department of Applied Statistics, nor 

any of the authors of this program claim any responsibility for any errors that 

do arise. 
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Any comments, questions or problems with this program should be directed 

to Sanford Weisberg, University of Minnesota, Department of Applied Statistics, 

1994 Buford Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108, (612) 373-1068, preferably in 

writing. 

Using this manual. The relevance of this manual to the current version 

of MULTREG can be determined by the version number of the program printed as a 

header by the computer when the program is accessed. Changes in the digit to 

the right of the decimal (e.g., from 3.2 to 3.3) indicate that a minor change 

has occurred in the program, probably an addition of a new command or imple

mentation of a new option. In this case, the current manual will still be in 

use. Information about the changes in the program can be obtained by entering 

the command MESSAGE (see section 4.30 page 55; MESSAGE may not be available 

on some systems). If the version number to the left of the decimal point 

changes, a new manual will be available. 

This manual was written for Version 3.2. 

1. General Information 

1.1 Un:::ormatted files. Data for this program must be available on a local KR0NO 

coded file. A case consists of one number or measurement for each of several 

columns. The use of the word "column" does not imply that the numbers for a 

column for different cases will always line up one below the other. Columns 

must be in the same order for each observation and all observations must have 

the same number of columns, separated by blanks or commas: thus 10,402 is read 

as two numbers, 10 and 402. A typical unformatted file is given on page 13. 
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Although a case is usually equivalent to a line in the data file, each 

observation may take any number of lines with up to 150 spaces per line 

(including blanks) provided that each line to be continued ends with the 

characters CONT. In particular, output from the ISIS transformation routine 

TRDAT2 at the University of Minnesota is valid input to MULTREG. Non-numeric 

columns may appear on the file but may not be specified as data. Missing 

values are not permitted. 

The numbers on a file may or may not have decimal points. Also, 

scientific notation (E or D format) is allowed. However, all numbers must 

have ten EE_ fewer characters; otherwise, leftmost characters will be lost. 

~his is subject to change to 20 characters in the future.] 

Missing data. As stated above, Multreg will not accept files with missing 

data. Users with large data sets with many missing values are urged to use 

the program BMDPAM, in the UCLA Health Sciences Computer Facility BMDP series. 

This program gives the user good editing capabilities for processing data with 

missing values. 

Limitations: No more than 1000 observations on no more than 99 columns 

are permitted; no more than 33 variables are allowed. 

Choosing the data set. The user may specify up to 33 columns to be 

copied from the unformatted file and thus become l-lULTREG variables. Variables are 

renumbered internally by MULTREG in the order they are specified. (Note: 

Line numbers on the data file, if any, count as a column.) Thus, specifying 

columns 4 2 5 in this order would cause the data in column 4 to become , , '------
variable 1 (v

1
), column 2 to become v

2 
and column 5 to become v3 . Formatted files 

always use all columns (or the first 33) as variables. 
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Options: If 0 (zero) is entered, all the columns (the first 33 if more 

than 33) become MULTREG variables in the order that they occur. Any other 

column numbers entered with 0 are ignored. 

Multiple specifications, e.g. "5 2 2" are no longer needed by the TRAN 

command. 

Unformatted files are read via the READ command (sec. 4.1) 

1.2 Formatted files. As a new feature of Version 3, Multreg will now read 

formatted files, as long as they follow a very strict pattern. In particular, 

Multreg can now read files created by the program "Matter," and can also read 

files from the LIST SAVE command (sec. 4.6). Formatted files must have the 

following form: 

1. The first line of the file consists of a one word alphabetical 

identifier (optional) followed by the number of cases on the data file and 

then the number of variables. Finally, the word "FORMAT" may optionally be 

at the end of the line (this is required for Matter files). EXAMPLE: 

DATANAME 20 3 FORMAT 

2. The second line consists of the format statement, e.g. (3F4.0, 2F6.1), 

or whatever the appropriate format is. Format statements are surrounded by 

Parenthesis. Only "F" "G" "E" d "X" f b d , , an ormats may e use. 

3. The rest of the file contains the data, one case at a time (of course 

a case may take as many lines in the file as specified by the format statement), 

Unlike unformatted files, a read of a formatted file adds all of the 

variables specified by the format statement (or the first 33 if more than 33) 

to the data set. 

Files from Matter. Matter files may have more than one data set on them, 

Currently, only the first can be read by Multreg. Similarly, the LIST SAVE 

command can be used to save more than one data set; all of these can be read 

by Matter; however, only the first can be read by Multreg. 

Formatted files are read using the FREAD command (sec. 4.la) 
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An example of a formatted file is given below. 

I 
I 

I LNH, f::::FHALD 

MUL TREG1 13 5 FORMAT 
! <7G15.B) 

7.0000000 26.000000 6.0000000 60.000000 78.500000 
1.0000000 29.000000 15.000000 52.000000 74.300000 
11.000000 56.000000 s.0000000 20.000000 104.30000 
11.000000 31.000000 a.0000000 47.000000 87.600000 
7.0000000 52.000000 6.0000000 33.000000 95.900000 
11.000000 55.000000 9.0000000 22.000000 109.20000 
3.0000000 71.000000 17.000000 6.0000000 102.70000 
1.0000000 31.000000 22.000000 44.000000 72.500000 
2.0000000 54.000000 10.000000 22.000000 93.100000 
21.000000 47.000000 4.0000000 26.000000 115.90000 
1.0000000 40.000000 23.000000 34.000000 83.800000 
11.000000 66.000000 9.0000000 12.000000 113.30000 
10.000000 68.000000 s.0000000 12.000000 109.40000 

1.3 Commands. A command is an instruction to the computer to perform a 

specified task, such as compute a regression, plot residuals, perform a 

transformation, etc. 

Any command may be abbreviated by its first four characters (e.g., PREDICT 

becomes PRED, etc.); any alphabetic character after the fourth is ignored. 

THE USER IS WARNED THAT "0" (ZERO) IS NOT THE SAME CHARACTER AS THE 

LETTER "O" (OH). 

1.4 Models. Many commands require specification of a model. The choice of 

a linear model means the specification of a dependent variable and at least 

one independent variable, usually given by an equation such as 
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In the above equation, v
6 

is the dependent variable and v4 , v
2 

and v1 are the 

independent variables. (The "e" in the equation above is the usual error term), 

For this program, the above equation (model) is specified by "6 ON 4 2 l". 

More generally, a model is specified by typing the variable number or label of 

the dependent variable fallowed by "ON" fallowed by a string of variable numbers 

or labels specifying the independent variables. The variable numbers or labels 

must be separated by blanks or commas. A typical command would be "REGS 6 ON 

4 2 l", which should be read as "compute the estimates of parameters for the 

regression in the model 6 on 4 2 l." For commands in which the order of the 

independent variables matters (e.g., ANOVA), independent variables are entered 

in the order given. See Section 4.13 for further details. 

Options: Models requiring regression through the origin (S0 = 0) are 

specified by including a star ("*") in the variable number list; thus, 

11 6 ON * 4 2 l" fits the model 

In the ANOVA command it may be of interest to fit the mean after the 

variables in the model, the reverse of the usual fitting order. This can be 

accomplished by using a "*" and a 0 (zero) in the variable list: "ANOVA 7 ON 

* 1 5 3 0". Variable v0 is always considered to be a constant, (v
0 

= 1). 

The star, if used, should appear to the right of "ON" in the model 

specification. 

Restrictions: No variable number should appear more than once in a 

model, otherwise an error message will be printed. 
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Defaults: If a model is not specified where required, the last 

specified model is assumed. Thus, the command ANOVA preceded by REGS 

7 ON 1 4 5 will give the analysis of variance table for the model 7 ON 

1 4 5. 

1. 5 Weighted least squares. When computing begins, Multreg assumes that 

all computations are to be done using unweighted (ordinary) least squares. 

This means that every case in a study is given equal weight. In some 

applications, it is desirable to use unequal weights for the observations. 

Weighted least squares is now an option in Multreg. The weights, if not 

all equal, must be included in the data set as one of the columns of data 

(the column of weights can even be used as a variable in the model, if 

desired). The variable to be used as weights is set by the command SET 

WEIGHTS as described in section 4.2. Cases will be weighted in proportion 

to their case weight, cases with higher weight being more important (the 

exact formulas for weighted least squares are given in section 3 of this 

manual). If one wishes to weight "inversely proportional to variance", 

then a column containing the variances of the observations would have to be 

transformed via the TRAN command to reciprocals before weighting is done. 

Zero case weights. One use for the weighted least squares is the option 

of having zero case weights. Cases with zero weight are ignored in all 

the computations, except in plotting, and residual analysis. This allows 

a simple way to do cross validation. 

A more complete discussion of the use of weights is given in section 6.3. 

Use of the SET WEIGHT.S command is given in section 4 .2. 
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1.6 New features in Version 3.2. Version 3.2 represents almost a complete 

rewriting of the program. For this version, a field length of only 45000B 

is needed, as compared to 54000B for version 2.1. In addition, the program 

should be considerably faster, and therefore less expensive to run. The 

major changes in the program are briefly described below. 

1. The program no longer asks the user to "name a data file". Rather, 

the user requests that a file be read via a READ or FREAD cor:unand (section 4 .1 

and 4.la). This change was made in part for batch use of the program, where the f' 

step of a job would be SET BATCH, rather than READ (see sections 4.2 and 5.3). 

2. Weighted least squares is now an option (sec. 4.2 and 6.3). 

3. Cases may be deleted from the data set, and then restored (sections 

4.4 and 4.5) 

4. A new command, SET, has been added for the setting of parameters for 

the computations. The parameters include width for printing, the value of 

the tolerance for adding variables to an equation, the column for weights in 

weighted least squares, the size of scatter plots in the SCPLOT command, and 

setting a flag if input is from cards (BATCH input) rather than from a teletype. 

See sec. 4.2 for the details. 

5. The transformation routine has been completely rewritten, has a new 

form, and is greatly expanded. See sec. 4.18. 

6. Scatter plots are now available by command SCPLOT (sec. 4.20). 

7. The output from the RESIDUAL command has been increased, and a new 

command, YHAT, has been added. If the printing width is greater than 120, 

the output from both YHAT and RESID is printed in the RESID command. New 

statistics computed include the so-called "predicted" residuals, the predicted 
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residual sum of squares (PRESS), and, if no cases are deleted, the Durbin

Watson statistic which assumes that the observations are ordered and equally 

spaced), See secs. 4.21 and 4.22 for details. 

8. The output from ALL has been slightly modified to agree with that 

for SCREEN (sec. 4.23). 

9. A new command, SCREEN, is an implementation of the "leaps and bounds 

algorithm" of Furnival and Wilson (1974) for finding the "best" few subset 

regressions. Multreg uses a subroutine that was written by Furnival and Wilson. 

(see sec. 4.24). 

10. The residuals and fitted values from a regression can now be stored 

as variables using the KEEP command. This may be useful either in plotting, 

or in iteratively reweighted least squares. (sec. 4.25). 

11. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors (e.g., principal cornpcnentB) can 

now be computed using the EIGEN command (sec. 4.26). In addition, the command 

PRINCOMP will allow the storing of the so-called "princir,al component scores" 

for doing regression on principal components. (sec. 4.27) 

1.7 HELP: an instant manual. Help is available to the user at a terminal. 

The command HELP will cause the printing of a list of commands. Furthermore, 

any command followed by the work "HELP", for example REGS HELP, will result 

in the printing of information about that command. HELP is available for every 

command, 

An "instant manual," actually a listing of all the HELP output, can be 

obtained by listing a file. On MERITSS, the file REGHI:L:' (ty;,e ?ETCH, PEGHEL:') 

all the help output; on the other systems, enquire locally. 

The instant manual should not be considered to be a substitute for this manual. 
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2. A Running Example 

To illustrate the uses of the program and the discussion of the computa

tions, an example will be carried throughout most of this manual. The example 

used, first given in the statistical literature by A. Hald, in Statistical 

Theory with Engineering Applications (1952), p. 647, has been extensively 

analyzed elsewhere, especially by Draper and Smith (1966), pp. 164-67, 365-402, 

and by Daniel and Wood (1971), Chapters 6 and 9. A complete analysis is given 

in Chapter 9 of the last reference; no attempt at a complete analysis will be 

given here. 

The problem is to relate the cumulative heat of hardening after 180 days 

of thirteen different cements to the percent content of the cements of 

4 different components. The variables are 

Y = Cumulative heat of hardening after 180 days 

Xl = percent tricalcium aluminate 

X2 = percent tricalcium silicate 

X3 = percent calcium aluminum ferate 

X4 percent dicalcium silicate 

We treat HEAT as a dependent variable, and the others as independent variables, 

The data, in a form suitable for MULTREG, is available on Meritss file 

HALD/UN=2051999, with Column 1 = Xl, Column 2 = X2; Column 3 = X3; Column 4 = 

X4; Column 5 - Y. The file is listed below. 
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LNH,F=HALD 
7 26 6 60 78.5 
1 29 15 52 74.3 
11 56 8 20 104.3 
11 31 8 47 87.6 
7 52 6 33 95.9 
11 55 9 22 109.2 
3 71 17 6 102.7 
1 31 22 44 72.5 
2 54 18 22 93.1 
21 47 4 26 115.9 
1 40 23 34 83.8 
11 66 9 12 113.3 
10 68 8 12 109.4 
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Computations 

This section describes the method of computation used in the program. 

The user is encouraged to read this section, although the program can still 

be run without it, except, perhaps the commands SWEEP and CSWEEP. 

Assume that we have k variables x
1

, x
2

, ~- The program implicitly 

adds an additional variable v
0 

with constant value of 1, v0 =l for all cases. 

The data is read in casewise, e.g. one case at a time. A matrix of corrected 

~-products, say C is computed by the method of updating, which is 

described below. The method of updating permits reading in the data in a 

single pass in a way that is numerically stable. It is a continuous 

technique so that after n cases, we will have computed the means and cross 
0 

product matrix for those n cases. If we add an additional case, we will 
0 

update the means and cross product matrix to be correct for n + 1 data 
0 

points. 
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Let xi£ be the value of the i-th variable for the £-th case, and 

let w£ be the case weight for the £-th case (if unweighted least squares, 

that w£ = 1 for all£.) Let x. (n ) be the means and ci. (n ) be the 
l. 0 J 0 

elements of cross products matrix after n cases. These quantities are 
0 

defined by 

n 
0 

(1) 

2:: w£xi£ 

x.(n ) £=1 = 
]. 0 n 

0 

[ w£ 
£=1 

n 
0 

(2) 

I w£(xi£ - x. (n ) ) (x. Q, - X. (n )) 
£=1 ]. 0 J J 0 

C •• (n ) 
l.J 0 n 

0 

I w£ 
£=1 

Now, suppose that the (n + 1)-st case is read in, and has values 
0 

xi,n +l , i=O, ... k and case weight w
11 

+l. We :irst update the 
0 0 

means to get x. (n + 1) by the formula 
]. 0 

n 
0 

I w£ 
£=1 1 (3) x. (n + 1) = x. (n ) + x. +1 

]. 0 h ]. 0 n i, no 
0 0 

I w£ + wn +l I w£ + wn +l 
£=1 0 £=1 0 
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and we update the elements of cij by 

(4) = Ci. (n ) + 
J 0 

n 
0 

n 
0 

)( E w~_) 
Q,=1 

L wt+ wn +1 
t=l o 

(x. + 1 - x. (n ) )(xj + 1 - ;, . (n ) ) 
J,n

0 
1. o ,n

0 
J o 

These relationships are repeatedly applied until all n cases have been read. 

A similar updating formula can be found for deleting cases (as in the 

DELETE command) by solving (3) and (4) for xi(n
0
),cij(n

0
) in terms of 

x. (n + 1) and c .. (n + 1). 
l. 0 l.J 0 

In Multreg, computations, are done using an augmented corrected cross 

product matrix S, with elements sij defined by 

sij = ci/n) 

si0 = xi (n) 

s0j = - x. (n) 
J 

n 

s00 = 1/ L WQ, 
Q.=l 

For the running example described in section 2, we have k = S variables, 

Xl' x2, x
3

, x
4 

and Y. In MULTREG, the correct cross product matrix is printed 
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by the command SWEEP. Only the lower triangular part of the matrix is 

printed as the matrices printed are symmetric (except, perhaps, for a sign 

change). (In the example, all wt= 1, e.g., unweighted least squares.) 

NEXT? SWEEF' 
SWEEF' 
VO .7692E-01 
X1 7.462 415.2 
X2 48.15 251.1 2906. 
X3 11.77 -372.6 -166.5 492.3 
X4 30.00 -290.0 -3041. 38.00 3362. 
y 95.42 776.0 2293. -618.2 -2482. 2716, 

VO X1 X2 X3 X4 

The first column in SWEEP gives the variable means; e.g., the mean 

of Xl is 7.462. The remainder of the matrix is (n-1) times the sample 

(weighted) covariance matrix, where n is the number of observations. 

Thus (n-l)Var Xl = 415.2 and (n-l)Cov(Xl,X2) = 251.1. The appropriate 

divisions needed to obtain the covariance and correlation matrices are 

carried out by the COVARIANCE and CORRELATION commands respectively. 

Sweep. The fundamental computational tool used by the program is 

the sweep operator (Beaton (1964), Dempster (1969)). Following Beaton, 

a square matrix S = (sij) is said to have been swept on the r-th pivot 

when it has been transformed into a matrix T = (tij) such that: 

t = lls rr rr 

t. = -s. Is ir ir rr ih 

t = s .Is j;ir rj rJ rr 

t .. = s .. - s. s .Is i,j,;r 
l.J l.J ir rJ rr 

y 
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The sweep operator possesses the following properties: 

1. Sweep is reversible; that is, sweeping a matrix twice on the 

same pivot is equivalent (except for rounding error) to not having swept at 

all. 

2. Sweep is commutative; that is, sweeping a matrix first on pivot 

r and then pivot q is equivalent (except for rounding error) to sweeping 

first on the q-th pivot and then the r-th. 

3. If a non-singular matrix Sis swept once on each pivot, the 

-1 resulting matrix is, except for rounding error, equal to S • 

4. Tolerance. In the above calculation, ifs is near zero, 
rr 

then t will be near infinity. s = 0 implies that the matrix Sis 
rr rr 

singular, or that the r-th variable can be expressed as a linear combination 

of the variables that have already been swept into the model. Since computers 

are subject to round off error, we check to see ifs is too small; if so, 
rr 

we do not sweep on the r-th pivot (and an appropriate message is printed). 

The value for failing to sweep can be set by the user by choosing a minimum value 

for the "tolerance" in the couunand SET (section 4 .2). The tolerance can be 

thought of in much the same way as a coefficient of determination 

R2. The tolerance is equal to one minus the square of the multiple 

correlation coefficient for the regression of the r-th variable on the 

variables that have already been swept. The default value of the minimum tolerance 

in this program is • 0001, so variables will be as swept only if • 01% or more 

of their variability is not explained by other variables that have been swept. 
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(In version 2.1 of Multreg, the minimum tolerance was set by the program at 

.00000001, so that, using the default tolerance, it is possible that a 

data set that had no evidence of singularity in version 2.1 would now 

show one. However, the default minimum tolerance can be changed by the user.) 

5. Suppose we sweep the matrix Son pivots 1, 2, 3, ••. , k-1. 

Then, the resulting matrix can be interpreted as: 

SWEEP [l, 2, • • • , k-1] S = 

- Sk-1 
----------------r--------------
"' "' " I 
S S ·•·•S 0 1 k-1 

I 
I 
I 

A 2 
(n-k)cr 

where S = (S0, ... , Sk_1) are the least squares estimates of the 

parameters in the model 

"2 . 2 1 a is the residual mean square estimate of Var(e) =a, and (X'X)- is the 

A -1 2 
matrix such that Var{S) = (X'X) a. More generally, the regression of any 

variable X with unswept pivot on a set X. 
p 11 

, . . . , Xi is obtained and can 
r 

be analyzed by sweeping on pivotals i
1

, . . . , i 
r 

(but no others). 

In the example, suppose we sweep on pivot 1 (or variable Xl): 

NEXT'!' SWEEP 1 
SWEEP Xl 
VO .2110 
X1 -.1797E-01 .2408E-02 
X2 43.64 +6047 2754+ 
X3 18.46 -.8974 58.77 157+9 
X4 35.21 -.6984 -2866. -222.2 3159+ 

1266• 
y 81.48 1+869 1824. 78.09 -1940+ y 

VO X1 X2 X3 X4 
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This output contains a wealth of information. If we consider 

Y to be dependent variable, then the diagonal element in the column 

labeled Y, 1266., is the residual sum of squares for the model Y 

on Xl. (Note that we also get the residual SS for the models X4 on Xl, 

X3 on Xl and X2 on Xl if these are of interest.) 

The lower hand corner gives the estimates of the B coefficients; 

for Y on Xl, the estimates are B0 = 81.48, BXl = 1.869. The upper 

left hand corner corresponds to (X'X)-l, and is needed in estimating the 

standard errors of the B's, and of estimation, prediction, etc. Thus, 

for example, all of the information for the REGS and PREDICT command can 

be obtained from a single sweep command. 

Continuing, we give below the result of sweeping on 2 (and only on 2). 

Note that the matrix has been reordered so that swept rows and columns come 

first, and unswept ones last. This command gives information for YON X2. 

Note the residual SS for this model, 906.3. 

NEXT? ~W&EP 2 
SWEEP X2 
VO .8749 
X2 -.1657E-Ot .3442E-Q;3 
Xl 3.301 .8641E-01 393.5 
X3 14.53 -.5731E-01 -358.2 482.8 
X4 eo.4o -1.047 -27.23 -136.3 
y 57.42 .7891 577.8 -486.8 

VO X2 Xl X3 

Finally, we give the output for SWEEP 1 2 

NEXT? SWEEP 1 2 
SWEEP Xl X2 
VO .9026 
Xl -.8387E-02 .2541E-02 
X2 -.1585E-01 -.2196E-03 .3631E-03 X3 17.53 -.910_3_ .2134E-01 156.7 
X4 80.62 -.6920E-Ol -1.041 -161.1 
y 52.58 1.468 .6623 39.17 

VO Xl X2 X3 

179.4 
-81.97 

X4 

177.5 
-41.99 

X4 

906.3 
y 

57.90 
y 
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This fits the model HEAT ON Xl X2. The residual SS, 57.90, is the residual 

for fitting Xl and X2. If we subtract this from 906.3 from the last output, 

we get 906.3 - 57.90 = 848.4, which is the sum of squares for Xl after X2. 

Similarly, the sum of squares for X2 after Xl is given by 1266 - 57.9 = 1208.1. 

This suggests a technique for finding the analysis of variance table: sweep 

S, column by column in the order specified by the model, The sum of squares 

for each variable in order is then found by subtracting residual sums of 

squares. 

Regression through the origin. Multreg fits an intercept as its 

default; however, regression through the origin is obtained by specifying 

a "*" in a model. Computationally, the technique used is to find an "uncorrectec' 

cross product matrix, by sweeping once on column O. For the model Y = s
1
x

1
, 

SWEEf' * Xl 
Xl +8780E-03 
X2 4+321 +1178E+05 
X3 +6752 3878. 1774. 
X4 2.300 4417+ 2859. 9035. 
y 8.808 .1868E+05 7208. .1166E+05 .3273E+05 

Xl X2 X3 X4 y 

Mathematical notation. In this section, we give the basic regression 

model in matrix notation; this notation will be used in the description of 

commands where the computations are not straightforward. 

The model fit by Multreg is given by 

(5) Y = XS + e 

where Y is an n x 1 vector, Xis n x k~, where k~ = k, the number of 

independent variables if regression is through the origin, and k~ = k + 1 

if regression is not through the origin. Rows of X correspond to cases; 

columns of X correspond to variables. e is an n x 1 random vector such 

2 
that Var(e) = o E, where, for unweighted least squares E = I, and for 
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weighted least squares, Eis a diagonal matrix such that the i-th diagonal 

element is the reciprocal of the case weight used in weighted least squares. 

The least squares estimate of Sis 8 = (X'E-1x)-l X'E-1Y. The fitted 

values Y are given by Y = X3 and the residuals by e = Y-Y. We define the 

matrix V to be the nxn matrix E-\c(x'E-1x)-1X'E-½. o2v is the variance 

matrix for Y. The matrix Vis called a projection matrix. The diagonal 

elements of V, called vii' are used in many of the computations. 

4. Commands 

The following gives a description of all MULTREG commands. Any command 

may be abbreviated by its first four letters. 

Continuations. Any command in MULTREG may be continued on several 

lines. To do this, simply end the line to be continued with an ampersand (&) 

or plus sign (+) or the letter C preceded by at least one blank. 

4.1 READ. Form: READ [FILE NAME] [COLUMN NUMBERS]. 

This command instructs the program to read data from the local file 

named. The list of column numbers gives the columns from the file to be 

used as variables, see section 1.2. If the number 0 (zero) is entered in 

place of the column numbers, then all the columns (or the first 33 if more 

than 33) will be the variables. A typical command is given by 

:x,ri□ ,MUl TREG 
MU LT REG - VERSION 3.2 
*****NEW VERSION OF SUMMER, 1977. TYPE 'MESSAGE'. 
FIRST STEP (OR TYPE 'READ HELP') 

,~ 8.EAD HALD Q 
NO. OF COLUMNS ON FILE= 5 
NO. OF CASES ON FILE = 13 
NO. OF COLUMNS CHOSEN = 5 
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If column numbers or the file name are not given, prompts will be provided. 

Note that READ may be used repeatedly, each time changing to a 

different data file. 

4.la FREAD. Form: FREAD filename 

This command is used to read formatted files, as described in section 1.2. 

Files written by LIST SAVE or by Matter can be read by this connnand. An example 

of a formatted file is given on page 7. 

4.2 SET. Form: SET [keywords and parameters] 

This command is used to change the values of several parameters as 

described below. Each keyword except BATCH requires that the user give a 

parameter value after the keyword. Several keywords may appear on one set 

command. All parameters have default values, so SET is never required. 

SET WIDTH [value] is used to tell the program the number of columns on 

the terminal being used. Some connnands will use the full width of the 

terminal. The default value of WIDTH is 72, which is appropriate for a 

standard teletype. The maximum value of 132 is appropriate for wide 

printers, such as DECwriters. WIDTH must be set to at least 40, and no 

more than 132. 

SET TOL [value between 0 and l]. This sets the pivot tolerance, as 

explained on page 17 

was .0000001. 

The default value is .0001; in version 2.1 it 

SET BATCH. This command should be used as the first connnand in a 

Multreg run when the job is run from a batch environment (e.g. cards as 

input; see section 5.3). This connnand sets the WIDTH to 132, generates a 

page feed, and will echo all input lines exactly as they are read, and 

slightly modifies the handling of input errors. 
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SET PLOTSIZE [NCOLS, NROWS] sets the size of scatter plots in connnand 

SCPLOT. The default size is 51, 31, producing a plot that is approximately 

13 cm x 13 cm. The connnand SET PLOTSIZE 61 52 will give a plot that 

fills a standard sheet of paper, while SET PLOTSIZE 112, 52, the maxi.mum 

allowed, will fill a sheet of standard computer paper. 

SET WEIGHT [VARIABLE label or number]. This connnand instructs the 

computer to use weighted least squares, using the values in the specified 

column as weights. All values in the specified column must be either zero 

or positive. Cases given zero weight will be ignored in computing estimates. 

Whenever a SET WEIGHT command is entered, any case that was previously 

deleted (Section 4.4) will be restored. 

SET PEEPSILON [Value] sets the bin-width for groupings cases on the 

"pureerror" command (section 4. 34). The default values is l.E-09. 

To change from weighted least squares to unweighted least squares, 

the connnand SET WEIGHTS O or SET WEIGHTS VO should be used. 

A typical command might be 

NEXT? SET WIDTH 132 TOL 1.E-6 WEIGHT 2 PLOTSIZE 51 31 
WIDTH FOR PRINTING CHANGED TO 132 
PIVOT TOLERANCE CHANGED TO .lOOOOOE-05 
VARIABLE V2 USED AS WEIGHTS. 
PLOT SIZE: 51 COLUMNS BY 31 ROWS. 

4.3 LABEL. Form: LABEL [list 1] AS [list 2] 

This command is used to assign up to 4 character labels to variable 

numbers. Any group of 4 or fewer characters not recognizable as a number 

is a valid label, _except for a few reserved words like VS, FOR, AS. 

The elements in list 1 may be either variable numbers or old labels. 

Each variable has a null label of Vl for variable 1, V2 for variable 2, 

etc. After the READ connnand is executed all new labels are lost. 
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For our example, the appropriate label command for the example is: 

NEXT? LABEL 1 2 3 4 5 AS Xl X2 X3 X4 Y 

Any number of labels may be specified in a single command. Any 

labeled variable may be refered to by its number or by its label. 

4.4 DELETE. Form: DELETE [list of case numbers]. 

This command is used to delete the specified cases from the current 

data set. One would wish to delete a case if it were suspected of being 

an outlier, or an influential case. A careful analyst would wish to compare 

the fit of a model both with and without the questionable case. The result 

of this command is to treat the specified cases~ if they had zero case 

weight. 2 Deleted cases are not used in the computation of estimates, R, 

degrees of freedom, etc, but predicted values, and standard errors of 

prediction produced by the RESID command are given for deleted cases. 

The computational method used by the DELETE command is outlined in 

the discussion of the updating technique in Sec. 3. 

Deleted observations may be restored in two ways. The usual method 

is to use the RESTORE command (Sec. 4.5). However, all deleted cases are 

restored when the SET WEIGHTS is used. 

NEXT? DELETE 1 8 3 
DELETED CASES ARE 1 3 8 

If more than 25 cases are deleted, only the case numbers of the first 

25 can be printed. The user should be aware that severe round off error 

may result from deleting many cases. 
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4.5 RESTORE. Form: RESTORE [case numbers] 

This command will restore the specified cases (that have previously 

been DELETED) to the data set. If the list of case numbers is left off, 

all deleted cases are restored. 

If a list of cases is specified, then the computations done by this 

command correspond to single steps of the updating methods given in 

section 3. If the list is left off, then the cross product matrix is 

recomputed from scratch. This is done to avoid the accumulation of 

roundoff errors. 

NEXT? 8ESTORE ~ 
REMAINING DELETED CASES ARE 

NEXT? RESTORE 

3 8 

ALL CASES RESTORED TO THE DATA SET. 

Weighted lca3t squares. If the SET WEIGHTS command had been used, 

the command RESTORE will also automatically reset to unweighted least 

squares. 
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4.6 LIST. Form: List [Var. list] or SAVE 

This command has 2 functions. If the word "SAVE" does not appear on the 

command, all the data for the variables specified are printed; if the list 

is off, all the data is printed. 

Example: 

NE:,; l ' l.!fil 
X l ;,;2 .XJ X4 y 

/,000 26.00 6.000 60.00 78 .~i0 
1 .000 29.00 15.00 52.00 74,3(1 
11 .00 56.00 8.000 ~·o. oo 1 ()4. 3 
11 . 00 31. 00 8.000 47.00 8?.60 
.,. • 00() ~.2. 00 6.000 33.00 95,?0 
11 .00 C'C' ,..,._ 

.J,J • 1..JV 9,000 22.00 109. 2 
\. O(H) 71. ()(j 17.00 6.000 102. 7 
i • ,; 0 ') 31 .0() .. ' ~. 0•.":i 44.00 /2. ~,0 
.:.'. (t(,•i,_} 54.00 1 l:l. (J•j i2.00 '13.10 
} 1 .00 47.00 4.000 26.00 115. 9 
1 .000 40.00 23.00 H.00 83.BO 
11 .00 66.00 ~·. 000 12.00 1 i_'..) 
j (_! • l~J (1 68.00 8.000 12.00 109.4 

HMl:.ANf.t 

,"'. 462 48. 1 5 11.--: 7 J0.00 r, ,~ 4 ,, 
! 1 •• ,;.. 

, ,STDE'.'H 
':i. 882 15. 5b ~ .• 41J S 1 ,J. ;,4 1 ~ •• ()4 

Nl:.X p 

LIST SAVE. This command will result in the entire data set (all 

variables and cases) being printed as a formatted file on file SAVER. The 

data can then be read in at a later time by the FREAD (sec. 4.1) command. 

Please note the following for use with LIST SAVE: (1) end your session 

with END, not STOP. If STOP is used, SAVER will be lost. (2) Rename SAVER 

(outside of MULTREG) via a "system" command like "RENAME, Newname = SAVER". 

(3) If LIST SAVE is entered several times, Multreg will only be able to retrieve 

the first set saved; however, MATTER will be able to retrieve any set saved. 

(4) The OUTPUT command (sec, 4.31) should not be used before LIST SAVE, or else 

SAVER will not be readable. 
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4.7 STAT. Form: STAT [variable list] 

The basic statistics for the variables in the list are printed. If 

the list is missing, statistics are printed for all variables. 

NEXT'!' STAT 
VARIABLE N MEAN VARIANCE ST.DEV. MIN 

Xl 13 7.462 34.60 5.882 1.000 
X2 13 48.15 242.1 15.56 26.00 
X3 13 11.77 41.03 6.405 4.000 
X4 13 30.00 280.2 16.74 6.000 
y 13 95.42 226.3 15.04 72.50 

4.8 CORRELATION. Form: CORR [variable list] 

This command prints the correlations between all variables 

in the list. If the list is not given, the correlations between all the 

variables in the data set are printed. The rows are in the same order 

as the columns. 

NEXT'!' CORR Xl X2 X3 X4 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
X1 1.000 
X2 .2286 1.000 
X3 -·. 8241 - .1392 
X4 -.2454 -- • 9730 

X1 X2 

1.000 
.2954E-01 

X3 

4.9 COVARIANCE. Form: COVA [variable list] 

1.000 
X4 

This command prints the sample covariances and variances of 

the variables in the list. If the list is not present, the default is 

to print the covariances between all the variables. 

NEXT'!'~ 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
X1 34 .60 
X2 20.92 242.1 
X3 -31.05 -13.88 
X4 -24.17 -253.4 
y 64.66 191.1 

Xl X2 

41.03 
3.167 280.2 

-51.52 -206.8 226.3 
X3 X4 y 

MAX 
21.00 
71.00 
23.00 
60.00 
115.9 
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4.10 VARS. Form: VARS 

This colllllland is used to print the labels corresponding to variable 

numbers, and give the values of the parameters that can be set by the SET 

colllllland (section 4.1), and a list of deleted cases. A typical example, 

showing all the default values for the parameters is 

NEXT?~ 
NUMBER LABEL 

1 X1 
2 X2 
3 X3 
4 X4 
5 y 

UNWEIGHTED (ORDINARY) LEAST SQUARES. 
PIVOT TOLERANCE= .100E-03 

4.11 MODEL. Form: MODEL [model specification] 

Result: This command does not initiate any computations. It permits 

the user to input a model without specifying any computations or print out 

an existing model if no specification is made. It would be primarily of 

use when the model to be used is long, so that the model can be set on any 

command that requires a model (e.g., REGS, ANOVA). 

NEXT'!' MODEL 5 ON 1 2 3 4 
DEP. VAR. Y 
INDEP+ VARS. X1 X2 X3 X4 
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4.12 REGS. Form: REGS [model] 

Result: This command uses sweep as described in section 2 to obtain 

least squares estimates of the parameters in the model, their standard 

errors and corresponding t statistics. Additionally, R2 , the residual 

mean square and its square root and its degrees of freedom are printed. 

A typical command (without labels) is: REGS 4 ON 1 2 3. For regression 

through the origin, see section 1.4. If the set or regressions is 

linearly dependent (or colinear) (e.g., the tolerance test, Sec. 3, fails), 

a linearly dependent subset of maximal dimension will be used and appro

priated error messages will be printed. 

The regression of Yon Xl X2 X3 is given by 

NEXT1 BEGS YON X1 X2 X3 
ON X1 X2 X3 REGS Y 

VARIABLE 
BO 
X1 
X2 
X3 

COEF'T ST. ERROR 
48.19363 3.913305 
1+695890 .2045820 
.6569149 .4423423E-01 
.2500176 .1847109 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 9 
RESIDUAL MEAN SOUARE= 5.345624 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE - 2+312061 
R-SOUARED = .9823 

4.13 ANOVA. Form: ANOVA [model] 

T VALUE 
12.32 
8.29 

14.85 
1.35 

Result: An analysis of variance table is produced, with the independent 

variables entered in the order given in the model specification, from left 

to right. Cumulative R2 are also given unless regression is through the 

origin. Note that ANOVA 1 ON 2 3 4 is different from ANOVA 1 ON 4 2 3. 
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See section 1.4 for a discussion of models and section 4.12 for a discussion 

of linear dependence. 

Below we give two anova tables for two different models. 

NEXT'!' BNQVA YON Xl X2 X3 X4 
ANOVA y ON Xl X2 X3 X4 

INDIVIDUAL CUMULATIVE 
SOURCE DF ss MS DF ss MS 

MEAN 1 • 1184E+06 .1184E+06 
Xl 1 1450. 1450. 1 1450. 1450. 
X2 1 1208. 1208. 2 2658. 1329. 
X3 1 9.794 9.794 3 2668. 889.2 
X4 1 .2470 .2470 4 2668. 667.0 

RESIDUAL 8 47.86 5.983 12 2716. 226.3 

NEXT'!' eN□~a x Q~ Xl ~3 X2 
ANOVA y ON Xl X3 X2 

INDIVIDUAL CUMULATIVE 
SOURCE DF ss MS DF ss MS 

MEAN 1 .1184E+06 • 1184E+06 
Xl. 1 1450. 1450. 1 1450. 1450. 
X3 1 38.61 38.61 2 1489. 744.3 
X2 1 1179. 1179. 3 2668. 889.2 

RESIDUAL 9 48.11 5.346 12 2716. 226.3 

In both of the above tables, Xl is fit first, giving a sum of squares 

of 1450. From the first table, the sum of squares for X3, adjusting for 

R**2 

• 5339 
• 9787 
• 9823 
• 9824 

R**2 

• 5339 
• 5482 
• 9823 

Xl and X2 is 9.794, while from the second table, the sum of squares for X3 

adjusting for Xl (but ignoring X2) is 38.61. Fitting variables in differing 

orders will result in differing results. 

The columns marked "cumulativeH in the ANOVA table give the cumulative 

sums of squares usually referred to as the "regression" sums of squares. 

For example, in the first table, the 4 d.f. sum of squares 2668. is the sum 

of squares for regression on Xl, X2, X3, and X4; this number will be the 
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same regardless of order of fitting. The usual F-test for regression is, 

in this case, 667.0/5.983 = 111.48, with (4,8) degrees of freedom. (Multreg 

generally does not provide for automatic computation of F-tests, since the 

variety of possible F tests of interest is so great.) The sum of squares 

on the "residual" line under the cumulative heading is the total sum of 

squares (corrected for the mean). 

4.14 SWEEP. Form: SWEEP [variable list] 

Result: Sweep is the fundamental operation on MULTREG. It is used 

by all of the computation commands to obtain the results needed for least 

squares regression. This command allows the user to directly invoke the 

Sweep algorithm, as described in section 3 of this manual. The variable 

list gives the columns that are to be swept. If the variable list is 

excluded, e.g., the command is simply SWEEP, the corrected cross product 

matrix defined in section 2 is printed. SWEEP* will result in printing 

the uncorrected cross product matrix; SWEEP* (variable list) would be used 

as the command for regression through the origin. 

Examples of SWEEP are given in section 3. 

4.15 CSWEEP. Form: CSWEEP [variable list] 

CSWEEP is a relatively complicated command, and is best illustrated 

by the output from the command, given in one example as follows: 

NEXT? CSWEEP X2 X3 4 
CSWE X2 X3 X4 
X2 1.000 
X3 ,4786 1.000 
X4 ,9788 ,4l>31 1.000 
X1 -.3494 -.9177 -·.3201 I ,2598E-01 
y -.8927 -3.401 -1.399 ,5929 ,2718E-01 

X2 X3 X4 X1 y 
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The output is really just a complicated rescaling of the output from 

SWEEP 2 3 4. The upper left corner of the output is the correlations 

between the estimated S-coefficients; in sweep, this area is a multiple of 

the covariances. The area in the box gives the standardized S's, that is 

the values of the S-coefficients with the variables all rescaled to have 

zero sample mean and unit sample variance; SWEEP gives the orginary S's 

in this area. 

The area at the right gives, on the diagonal, the proportion of 

2 
unexplained variability (1 - R ). The off-diagonal terms are the partial 

correlations between the variables that are not dependent variables. 

With a little work, most of the information in CSWEEP can be obtained 

by using other commands. 

4.16 PREDICT. Form: PREDICT [model] FOR [values] 

This command is used to obtain fitted values and/or predicted values that 

correspond to specified values of the independent variables in the model. 

Also, the standard errors of the fitted value and of the prediction are 

printed. 

Referring to the mathematical notation for the linear model given 

briefly in Section 3, we consider the linear model Y = XS+ e (in matrix 

terms), with the covariance of e, and the estimator of Sas given in 

section 3. Let x correspond to the vector of values specified for the 

independent variables. The predicted value= the fitted value= x'S. The 

"2 -1 
estimated variance of the fitted value is given by o ~'(X'X) ~, which we 

"2 
write as cr v. It is useful to think of v as a "distance" measure, since it 

measures, in a sense, the distance from the vector x to the center of the 

n cases used in the estimation. See section 6.1 for more on v. The 
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"2 
estimated variance of a predicted value is varpred = o (1 + v), the "1" 

due to the additional variability that is inherent in the new observation. 

Besides the prediction, fitted value, and their standard errors, the 

value of vis also printed out. This quantity is of special interest in 

prediction, as it gives a rough measure of the reliability of the prediction. 

If vis large, then the new values of the independent variables are not 

like the values used in estimation, and the predicted or fitted values 

from the model might be very poor. "Large" corresponds to being bigger 

than any of the v .. in the RESID output; certainly, if v 2:_ 1, predictions 
l.l. 

will be unreliable. We refer to the large v case as being extrapolation. 

On the other hand, if vis small, say about equal in size to the 

smallest value of the v .. from the residual output, then we should expect 
l.l. 

predictions to be quite good, as we are attempting to predict in the same 

region as the original data. This is called interpolation. 

An example of the command is given below. 

NEXT? PREDICT YON X1 X3 
PREDICTION OR FITTED VALUE= 
STD. ERROR<FITTED VALUE> = 
STD. ERROR<PREDICTION> -
V = V<FIT. VAL)/RES. M.S. = 
V/(1.-V> = 

NEXT? PREDICT YON Xl X3 
PREDICTION OR FITTED VALUE= 
STD. ERROR<FITTED VALUE) = 
STD. ERROR<PREDICTION> = 
V = VCFIT. VAL)/RES. M.S. = 

FOR 8 12 
96.7824 
3.14972 
11.5164 
.808490E-01 
.879605E-01 

FOR 8 80 
130.406 
60.6464 
61.6498 
29.9737 
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4.17 PARCOR. Form: PARCOR [model] 

This command prints the partial correlations of the dependent variable 

with the variables~ in the model controlling for those in the model. It 

is useful in so-called stepwise "step-up" regressions. 

NEXT'? £'ARCOR 5 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

X1 X2 
.9568 .1302 

NEXT'? f'ARCOR 5 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

X2 X3 
.5986 -.5657 

ON 4 
WITHY 

X3 
-.8951 

ON X4 X1 
WITHY 

The first command gives the partial correlation of Y with Xl, and X2 

and X3 adjusted for X4; the second gives the partial correlations adjusted 

for X4 and Xl. 

4.18 TRAN. Form: TRAN [Varl] = [type][variables][parameters] 

The transformation command is used to create new variables from the 

old ones already in the data set. A typical command might look like 

TRAN V3 = POWER Vl 2 .5 

which is read as instructing the program to take old variable Vl, add .S 

to each value of the variable, square the result, and store these values in 

variable V3. Each of the specifications that are used is explained below. 

Varl. This is the variable number or label of the variable that is 

to be replaced or created by the transformed values. Varl may correspond 

to any variable currently in the data set except for the column of weights 

if weighted least squares is being used. Alternatively, Varl may be the 

number of the first unused variable in the data. For example, if the data 

currently has 10 columns or variables, then the command TRAN Vll = LOG10 VlO 

would create a new variable, Vll, whose values are the logarithms (to the 
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base 10) of the data in VlO. 

If Varl is left off, then the equals sign must also be left off. The 

destination is then assumed to be the first variable in the variable list 

following the "type" specification. For example, TRAN SQRT V3 would 

replace V3 by its square root. 

~- The type is the name of the transformation. A complete list of types 

is given in the table on the next page. (Note that some of the types listed 

in the table are not yet available, but should be added in the near future. 

Type TRAN HELP for a complete list of available types.) The names of the 

types are meant to convey their function, e.g., SQRT, POWER, PRODUCT, etc. 

The type specification is required. 

Variables. This is the list of variables to be transformed. Most of 

the transformations only require one variable in this list, but some (SUM, 

DIFF, PROD, etc.) require two. The values of the variables in the list 

will not be damaged except as noted under "Varl" above. 

Parameters. From zero to two pa.rameters (e.g., numerical values) are 

required to perform the transformations. In the table, any parameter in 

square brackets, e.g., [C], may be left off, and it will assume the default 

value shown in the table, All two parameter transformations require one 

parameter, and the second is optional; all one parameter transformations 

have the parameter optional. Thus, the following two connnands are identical: 

TRAN 2 = POWER 2 .33, and TRAN 2 = POWER 2 .33 O. 
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TABLE 4.18 

Number of 
Variables 

Keyword (required) Parameters 

POWER 1 p [C] 

SQRT 1 [c] 

LN 1 [c] 

LOGlO 1 [C] 

EXP 1 [c] 

EXPlO-'~ 1 [C] 

LINEAR 1 A [c] 

SCALE 1 A [c] 

SUM 2 None 

DIFF 2 None 

PROD 2 N0ne 

RATIO* 2 None 

ANGLIT* 1 [B] 

LOGIT* 1 [B] 

FT* 1 None 

*Not currently available (9/1/77) 

[C] has default value of C = O 

[B] has default value of B = 1 

Results CoIJllllents 

(v + cl If P=O then the transformat 
is log (V+C). If P is not e 
an integer, then V+C>O for 
all cases. 

vV+C V+C>O 

log (V+C) V+C>O e 

log(V+C) V+C>O 

exp(V+C) I v+cl <385 

lO(V+C) 

A*V+C 

(V-C)/A A 'f 0 

Vl+V2 

V1-V2 

Vl*V2 

Vl/V2 

SIN-l/vTlif 0~ Vl/B~l 

log ((1-V/B)/(V/B)) 
e 

./v + Iv+[ 
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Complex transformations. Suppose that we wanted to create a variable 

2 
that has its value equal to V2 /(V3 + exp(V2)). We might use the following 

commands 

NEXT? TRAN V4 = EXP V2 (so that V4 = exp (V2)) 

NEXT? TRAN V4 = SUM V3 V4 (now, V4 = V2 + exp(V4)) 

NEXT? TRAN V4 = POWER V4 -1 (now, V4 = 1/(V2 + exp (V4)) 

NEXT? TRAN VS = POWER V2 2 (VS = V2 2) 

NEXT? TRAN V4 = PRCD V4 VS (the desired result) 

4.19 PLOT. Form: PLOT [model] VS [list for x-axis variables] [keyword] 

This routine produces a "6-line plot" of the studentized residuals 

from the specified model (on the y-axis), plotted against (on the x-axis) 

any variables in the data set (specified by its number or label), or plotted 

against observation number (specify 0, zero), or predicted values from the 

regression (specify PRED), or the ordered residuals are plotted in a normal 

or rankit plot (specify RANKIT). Several plots of the same residuals may 

be specified by giving a list of variables for the x-axis; e.g. 

PLOT 4 ON 2 3 VS 0 PREDICT RANKIT 2 

would be a typical couunand, giving a total of four plots. 

If the model specified is a single variable (e.g. PLOT 4 VS 2), the numbers 

plotted on the y-axis are found by the transformation (V4 - v4)//var(V4), that 

is, they are the standardized values. In this case, plot against PRED is not 

applicable. The keyword is used only if there are deleted or zero weight 

cases on the file. 
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Each plot produced is computed by an algorithm by Andrews and Tukey 

[l]. In addition, RANKIT plots also result in printing of the Wilk-Shapiro 

W statistic, which is a test statistic for non-normality. (See section 6.1 

for details.) 

At first glance, -the 6-line plots appear to be very difficult to read 

and to interpret; however, with some practice they can become a powerful 

tool in exploratory analysis. They are used in this program because of 

their speed in printing: with them, it is possible to produce several 

plots in the time needed to produce a single scatter diagram. Recall that 

in most instances we will be plotting residuals (actually, studentized 

residuals) on the y-axis. Most of the information contained in residuals 

come fran looking at large (positive or negative) residuals and by looking 

at patterns in the residuals. This information is completely retained in 

6-line plots. 

The six lines in the plot are labeled as +TWO +ONE +ZERO and -ZERO, 

-ONE -TWO. The idea is to put large residuals on the top and bottom lines 

of the plot (e.g. the +TWO and -TWO lines respectively) , while the less large 

residuals will go on the intermediate lines on the graph. Here, the use of 

standardized residuals plays an important part: no matter what the scale of 

the data is, the meaning of "large" for standardized residuals is always the 

same: the neighborhood of +2 or bigger or -2 or smaller is a minimal criteria 

for "large.", 

A simple further refinement that could be used in the plots is to make 

a clever choice of what symbol to actually plot. For example, suppose we 

wanted to plot the value 1. 3 on the y-axis. One way of indicating this would 

be to plot the symbol "3" on the line +ONE; we could then have the rule that 
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would tell us to combine this to reconstruct the number 1.3. The problem 

with this is that we are unable to handle numbers bigger than 3 or smaller 

than -3 on a six line plot (since 3.1 would want to be plotted on the 

+THREE line, if we had one). This is a vexing problem since we would usually 

be especially interested in values of the standardized residuals that are 

outside the range (-3, 3). Andrews and Tukey (1973) came up with a solution 

to this problem: for the plotting symbol, instead of plotting the number 

of tenths in the number on the line name, plot the number of quarters on the 

line name. Thus, for example, 1.3 would be thought of as 1 and 1/4 (plus a 

little extra); we could plot this as a 1 on the line +ONE. Admittedly, 

this technique would lose a little information, at least on the residuals that 

are not large. However, on the large residuals, a great deal of information 

is saved: for example, a residual of -3.8 can be thought of as being 

approximately -2 and 7/4, so that we could plot a character 7 on the line 

-TWO. In this way, our 6-line plot can handle any residuals in the range 

-4.25 to +4.25; numbers outside this range would be coded as 9 on the top or 

bottom line, depending on sign. In almost all examples, this range is adequate 

for plotting the residuals. 
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The following table may be useful in interpreting the plotted values: 

+'IWO 
+oNE 
+ 

-ONE 
-TWO 

Plotted Character 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
~ ,.-. ,--, ,--.., ~ ,-A-, ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 + (I) 

1.00 1. 25 1.50 1. 75 2.00 
.00 .25 .so .75 1.00 

-.00 -.25 -.50 -.75 -1.00 
-1.00 -1.25 -1.50 -1. 75 -2.00 
-2.00 -2.25 -2.50 -2.75 -3.00 -3.25 -3.50 -3.75 -4.00 -4.25 - m 

Break points for values corresponding to plotted characters in a 
6-line plot. (e.g., a "2" on the line "-ONE" represents a value 
less than or equal to -1.50 but greater than -1.75.) 

Note: On plots with a large number of observations, it is quite 

likely that several of the observations should be plotted at the same 

location on the plot. From the above, it is clear that no provision is 

available for multiple observations. The algorithm will currently print 

only the last character to fall on a specific print position; hence, for 

example, if the values +TWO 9 and +TWO 1 were to be printed at t_he same 

location, it is possible that either of the characters might end up being 

printed, depending on the order of the data in the file. Clearly, in a 

case such as this, a scatter plot would be desirable. See section 4.11. 

Deleted or zero weight cases. Cases that are not used in computations 

are not ordinarily plotted. This default can be modified by putting a 

keyword on the control card. The keywords are ALL, DELETE, INCLUDED, where 

ALL means plot all cases, DELETE means plot only deleted and zero weight 

cases, and INCLUDED means plot only included cases (the default). A typical 

command might be PLOT 4 ON 3 VS PRED ALL. The keyword must be the last item 

on the command. 

Two typical plots are given below. 
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NEXT? PLOT YON X1 X4 VS PRED RANKIT 

X-AXIS= PREDICTED VALUE 
Y-AXIS= STANDARDIZED RESIDUALS OF Y 

0 
2 3 0 1 

0 
0 

ON X1 

1 
2 

1 3 1 

- - ""' - -

X4 

3 

•••••••• ♦ •• ♦ ••••• ♦ ♦ ••••••• ♦ • • • • • • • • • • • ♦ •••• ♦ • ♦ •••• 

LOBOUNDS= 72.61 /UPBOUNDS= 117.4 /INCRE.= s.ooo 

PLOT: X-AXIS = RANKITS 
Y-AXIS = STANDARDIZED RESIDUALS OF y ON X1 X4 

+TWO 
+ONE 0 1 

+ 0 1 2 2 3 
3 3 1 1 

-ONE 0 
-TWO 0 

- • +. ♦ ••• ♦ .- ••••• ♦ ♦ •• o ••• ♦ ••••• - ••••••••• - • 

LOBOUNDS= -1.673 /UPBOUNDS= 1.673 /INCRE.= .8000 
APPROX. WILK-SHAPIRO W = .9714 

4.20 SCPLOT. Form: SCPLOT [model] VS [list for the x-axis] [keyword]. 

The control for this command is identical to that for the 6-line plots, 

sec. 4.19. This command produces scatter plots of about 13 cm (5 inches) on 

a side. The size of the plot can be altered by use of the SET PLOTSIZE command 

(sec. 4.2). The default plotsize of 51 (columns) by 31 (rows) is a good size 

for interactive computing using timesharing. A plot the size of a standard 

sheet of typewriter paper can be obtained by the command SET PLOTSIZE 61 52. 

A plot the size of a sheet of computer paper is 112, or the width of paper 

set by the SET WIDTH command, whichever is smaller. 

Unlike the six line plots, the plotted character refers to the number of 

points plotted rather than their magnitude. A plotted* means that one value 

is plotted at the point, 2 through 9 mean, respectively 2 to 9 points. 

Letters are then used, with A, B, C, . . . , Y corresponding to 10, 11 12, •.• , 35 

P0 ints. A plotted Z means 36 or more points. 

Deleted or zero weight cases. Cases that are not used in computations are 

not ordinarily plotted. This default can be modified by putting a keyword at 

the end of a SCPLOT command. The keywords are ALL (plot all cases), DELETE 
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(plot only deleted or zero weight cases), and INCLUDE (plot only cases with 

positive weight that have not been deleted, the default). A typical command, 

to plot all the cases, might be SCPLOT 4 ON 2 3 VS PRED ALL. 

Plots.£!_ variables against variables. In a scatter plot of two variables, 

neither will be standardized as in the 6-line plot, but rather they will be 

plotted in their natural scale. 

The typical plot below is equivalent to the first 6-line plot given in 

the last section. 

NEXT'!' f.>CF'LDT ~_Q!'!__ Xi X4 VS F'RED 

SCPLOT! X-AXIS= PREDICTED VALUE 
Y-AXIS= STANDARDIZED RESIDUALS OF Y ON Xi 

+ + t t V t t ♦ ,.... ♦ ♦ t t, ♦ + ~ ♦ t r,. * ♦ + ♦ t ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 4""'1. ♦ ♦ t ♦ t ♦ t ♦ ♦ """ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ - ♦ t ♦ 

* 
* 

* 

·* * 

* 
0-----------*---------------------------------------

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

> 

* + •• ♦ t t • + .-, •• ♦ •••• ♦ • - ♦ • ♦ •••••• ,-. •••••• ♦ ♦ ♦ - ♦ t ♦ •••• ♦ • - ••• 

X AXIS: i-ST TICK 
DATA: MINIMUM 

y ,~XIS: 1-ST TICK 
DATA: MINIMUM 

= 80.00 
= 72.61 
- -1.500 
-· -2.062 

/INCREMENT= 
/MAXIMUM -
/INCREMENT= 
/MAXIMUM = 

10.00 
117.4 
1+500 
1+467 

X4 
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The legend at the bottom of the plot should be interpreted as follows. 

The value at the first tick is the value along the axis at the leftmost (or 

bottom) pointer; the increment is the amount of increase between tick marks. 

The maximum and minimum of the plotted variables are also given. 

4.21 RESIDUALS. Form: RESID [model] 

This command is used to compute the "case analysis" statistics for 

the specified regression linear model. These statistics are used to judge 

the adequacy of fit of the model, and the influence of individual cases on 

the estimates, etc. The output from this command will depend upon the value 

of the width for printing chosen by the SET WIDTH command. If the width is 

greater than 120 (but less than 132), then the output from both the RESID 

and the YHAT commands are produced by the RESID command. If the width is 

less than 120, the output is necessarily split into two parts. In this 

section we describe the RESIDUAL output, and discuss YHAT in the next section. 

Typical (narrow) output from the residual command is: 

NEXT? B~Sit•UALS y ON 1 2 3 4 
RESID y ON Xl X2 X3 X4 

CASE y RESIDUAL STUD. RES V DISTANCE T 

1 78.50 .4760E-02 .0029 .5503 .0000 .oo 
2 74.30 1.511 .7566 .3332 .0572 .73 
3 104.3 -1.671 -1.0503 .5769 .3009 -1.06 

4 87.60 -1.727 -.8411 .2952 .0593 -.82 

5 95.90 .2508 .1279 .3576 .0018 .12 

6 109.2 3.925 1.7148 .1242 .0834 2.02 

7 102.7 -1.449 -.7445 .3671 .0643 -.72 

8 72.50 -3.175 -1.6878 .4085 .3935 -1.97 

9 93.10 1.378 .6708 .2943 .0375 .65 

10 115.9 .2815 .2103 .7004 .0207 .20 

11 83.80 1.991 1.0739 .4255 .1708 1.09 

12 113.3 .9730 .4634 .2630 .0153 .44 

13 109.4 -2.294 -1.1241 .3037 .1102 -1.15 

DURBIN-WATSON= 2.0526 
RESIDUAL ss = 47.86363935 
PRESS = 110.3465569 
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Referring to the mathematical notation in section 3, all of the values 

in this printout can be defined. The first column is the case number. 

Following this, a* will be printed for any case that is deleted, or has zero 

weight. The next column gives the value of the dependent variable, yi. Next 

the residual= ei = (observed) - (fit)= y - x'.S is printed. The next i 1 

column contains the value of the Studentized residual, T., which is defined 
1 

by 

A 

a~ 
11 

"2 -1 
where a is the residual mean square, and v .. = x'.(X'X) x. is a measure of 

11 1 1 

the similarity of xi to the other vectors in the data set. 
A 2 

the known function of the x's so that Var(ei) = a (1 - vii). 

Also, 1 - v . . is 
11 

The Studentized 

residuals have zero mean and unit variance (however, they are not distributed 

as Student's t, although a transformation of T. is, as is given below). 
1 

The next column gives the value of v .. , which, as pointed out measures 
11 

how unusual the vector x~ is relative to the other rows of the matrix X. 

vii is related to the Mahalanobis distance MDi by the equation MDi = (n-1) (v i(l 

The next column gives the value of D., Cook's (1977) distance measure, 
1 

which is defined from the data. D. is computed from the equation 
1 

2 
Ti Vii 

Di = k' 1-v 
ii 

where k' is the number of para.meters in the model. Di is discussed in section 

6.1. 
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The final column in this output gives the transformation of Ti that is 

distributed as Student's t. This t statistic is equivalent to the test 

that would be computed if the i-th case were deleted from the model, and then 

were tested to see if the observed value yi was too far away from the value 
A 

y, preaicted from the remaining n - 1 cases. It has n-k'-1 degrees of 
1 

freedom, where k' is the number of estimated parameters. See section 6.1 

for more information. 

Suunnary statistics. At the foot of the residual output some summary 

statistics are computed and printed. The residual sum of squares is 

computed by actually squaring and adding up the residuals. This is done to 

provide a check on the numerical accuracy of the computations. The 

computation is done separately for cases that are deleted or have zero case 

weights. The value of PRESS, the predicted residual sum of squares, is 

explained in the next section. The last value computed is the Durbin-Watson 

statistic for serial correlation, and is defined by the equation 

Durbin-Watson statistic= 
2 

e.) 
1 

(if weighted least squares is used, then in the above equation replace all 
A 

ei by~ (;i) (and similarly for ei+l).) The Durbin-Watson statistic is a 

rueasure of serial correlation in the residuals, and is a useful measure if 

the order of the cases in the file is meaningful; for example, if the cases 

are ordered in time. If this is not the case, then the Durbin-Watson 

statistic does not contain useful information. 
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Small values of the Durbin-Watson statistic are indicative of 

autocorrelation among the residuals; values of the statistic of about 

2 or greater are usually considered to be large. The use of this statistic 

is a relatively complex problem, and is not discussed in this manual. 

Both a discussion of the &tatistic, and tables for it, are given by 

H. Theil, (1971), page 199. 

Deleted or zero weight cases. If a case is deleted or has zero weight, 

then some of the statistics computed by RESID do not apply. For these cases, 

the following are printed: for the residual, we get the value of yi minus the 

predicted value based on the cases with positive weight. If only one case is 

deleted, this is equivalent to the "predicted residual" described in the next 

section. The value in the "V" column is the distance from the deleted case 

to the center of the remaining cases; if only one case is deleted, then the 

value in this column will be the same as the value for this case in the 

column v .. /(1-v .. ) in the YHAT command before deletion. The value in the 
11 11 

T column is the t-test to see if this case is adequately described by the 

model fit to the rest of the data. If only one case is deleted, the t value 

for the deleted case should equal the t value for this case before deletion. 

If any cases are deleted or have zero weight, the Durbin-Watson 

statistic is not computed. 

Most of the output produced by this command is not generally available 

elsewhere, and few general texts cover their use. A mocest treatment on the 

use of them is given in Section 6.1. 
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4. 22 YHAT. Form: YHAT [model] 

This command is a continuation of the RESIDUAL command when the width 

for printing is less than 120. Typical output is shown below 

NEXT'l' 'tt!AT :i QN 1 2 J 4 
YHAT y ON X1 X2 X3 X4 

CASE y YHAT PRED RES SE<YHAT> SE<PRED> V/(1-V) 
1 78.50 78.50 +1059E-01 1.814 3+046 1+224 
2 74.30 72.79 2+266 1.412 2+824 .4998 
3 104+3 106.0 -3.950 1.858 3.072 1+364 
4 87.60 89.33 -2.451 1+329 2+784 +4189 
5 95.90 95.65 .3903 1+463 2+850 .5567 
6 109.2 105.3 4+482 .8619 2+593 +1418 
7 102+7 104+1 -2.289 1+482 2+860 .5800 
8 72.50 75.67 -5.368 1+563 2+903 .6907 
9 93. 10 91.72 1.953 1+327 2.783 .4170 

10 115+9 115.6 .9398 2.047 3.190 2.338 
11 83.80 81.81 3+466 1+596 2.920 .7407 
12 113+3 112+3 1+320 1+254 2.749 .3568 
13 109+4 111+7 -3.295 1+348 2+793 .4362 

DURBIN-WATSON= 2+0526 
RESIDUAL ss = 47.86363935 
PRESS = 110.3465569 

For cases with positive case weights, the values printed are defined 

as follows. First, the case number and value of the dependent variable are 

printed. A* following the case number indicates that the case has zero 

weight or has been deleted from computations by the DELETE command. The 

fitted values y. are then printed (YHAT). The next column is called the 
1 

predicted residual, and is defined by 

PRED. RES.= e./(1-vi.) 
1 1 1 
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The predicted residual is the difference between yi and the predicted 

value for yi obtained without the inclusion of the i-th case in the data for 

estimation. The next two columns given the standard errors of fitted and 

predicted values with independ~1t variable vectors equal to the values for 

the i-th cases. The value v .. /(1-v .. ) gives the distance from the i-th 
11 11 

case to the center of the remaining cases in the data set. 

For deleted or zero weight cases, the values printed are the same as 

they are for the included cases. 

The predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS) is defined by (Allen (1971)) 

2 
PRESS= L (PRED. RES.) 

1 

In a sense, PRESS measures how successful the regression equation is at 

predicting future values, since it is the sum of squared differences 

between the observed values and the fitted values based on all the other cases. 

The use of YHAT is described in section 6.1. 

4.23 ALL. Form: ALL [model] FORCING [listl] OMIT [list2] CPMAX [vall} CPMIN [va12] 

This command will compute all possible regressions of the dependent variable 

on subsets of the independent variables in the specified model. For each 

regression, 4 sulIDilary statistics will be computed: C, R2 , Adjusted R2 and the p • 

residual sum of squares (these statistics are defined in section 6.2). The 

parameters in the control language are used to limit the amount of output printed. 

HOWEVER, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE NEW COMMAND SCREEN BE USED IN PLACE OF 

ALL IF THERE ARE MORE THAN 6 OR 7 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. SCREEN is faster, 

somewhat easier to use, and produces managable output; see the next section. 
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Keyword FORCING. The list following this keyword gives the labels or 

numbers of variables in the model that are to be forced into every equation. 

Each variable forced reduces the computations done by one half. 

Keyword OMIT. The list following this keyword gives the labels or 

numbers of all variables in the model that are to be excluded from all 

regression equations. However, these varia~les will be used in the computation 

of C as described in section 6.2. 
p 

Keywords CPMAX and CPMIN. Models will be printed only if the computed 

value of C is less than CPMAX but greater than CPMIN. If not specified, 
p 

CPMAX = 500, CPMIN = -100. If the number of true independent variables 

exceeds 6, CPMAX must be specified. A suggested value for CPMAX = k, where 

k is the number of independent variables in the full model. The parameter 

CPMIN was made available to encourage users to set CPMAX as small as feasible. 

If the chosen value is then found to be too small, then the user can ask for 

models between the old value of CPMAX and some new value. For example, if 

the user enters ALL CPMAX 5, and then decides to ask for models with C less p 

than 10, one could ask for ALL CPMIN 5 CPMAX 10, to print out all remaining 

values. 

Saving output, Output from ALL is potentially quite long. The user 

should consult section 4.31 for techniques of having output sent to a file. 

A complete discussion of this command, is given in section 6.2. 
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NEXT? ALL 5 ON l. 2 3 4 
ALL REGRESSIONS WITH y DEPENDENT 
MODELS WITH CF' LESS THAN 500.0 

p C(F') F~2AII.J R**2 RSS VARIABLES 
1 442.917 0 0 2716. 0 
2 202.549 .4916 • 5339 1266 • 1 
3 2.678 .9744 .9787 57.90 1 2 
2 142.486 .6359 .6663 906.3 '') 

··-
3 62.438 .8164 .8470 415.4 2 3 

4 3.041 .9764 .9823 48.11 2 3 
3 198.095 .4578 .5482 1227. 3 1 
2 315.154 .2210 .2859 1939. 3 
3 22.373 .9223 .9353 175.7 3 4 
4 3.497 .9750 .9813 50.84 3 4 
5 5.000 .9736 .9824 47.86 3 4 
4 7.337 .9638 .9728 73.81 :3 4 
3 138.226 .6161 .6801 868.9 4 2 
4 3.018 .9764 .9823 47.97 4 2 
3 5.496 .9670 .9725 74.76 4 1 
2 138.731 .6450 .6745 883.9 4 

TIME USED IS • 087 SECONDS • 

4.24 SCREEN. Form: SCREEN [MODEL] FORCING [LISTl] OMIT [LIST2] 
MBEST [number] METHOD [type] [PRINT] 

1 

1 
1 2 
2 

1 

This connnand gives an alternative to the ALL command when the number 

of variables in a model that are neither FORCEd or OMITted is large. A 

very efficient algorithm is used that will compute only a fraction of all 

possible regressions, and then print either the MBEST regression equations, 

or the MBEST of each subset size, depending on the METHOD used. 

The algorithm was written by G. M. Furnival and R. W. Wilson of the 

School of Forestry, Yale University. The identical code is also used in 

several generally available places, notably in the program BMDP9R (Dixon(l97 5)), 

and in the IMSL library of subroutines (subroutine RLEAP). See Furnival and 

Wilson (1974) for details on the working of th~ algorithm. 

Keywords FORCing and OMITting. The use of these keywords is identical to 

their use in the ALL command (section 4.23). 

Keyword MBEST. The rrogram will compute and print the MBEST regression 

equations. If MBEST is not specified, then the default value is 5. The 
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maximum value is 10. If the METHod R2 is chosen, then the MBEST regressions 

of each subset size are printed. 

Keyword METHOD. This keyword determines the criterion function to be 

used for defining the "best" equations. The methods available are CP, ADJR2, 

and R2 where CP means the C statistic, ADJR2 is the adjusted R2 , and I<.2 is 
p 

2 the ordinary R. The use of these statistics is discussed in section 6.2. 

METHod R2 will result in much more printing and more computing, and hence 

will be more expensive than the other methods. 

Keyword PRINT. If this keyword is included in the command, then, in 

addition to the MBEST models, the summary statistics for all models examined 

by the algorithm will be printed. This additional output is rarely Ei._ 

interest. The default of PRINT is to only print the MBEST models. In 

the output, a* indicates one of the MBEST models. 

Restrictions. The only restriction in the use of this command is that 

the number of variables that are in the model after omitting and forcing must 

be less than 21 but at least 3. 

Output. The output from SCREEN is similar to the output from ALL. 

For each model, one line of information is given, with the values of the 

summary statistics, and the numbers of the independent variables in the model. 

An example of the output, with all options, is on the next page. 

Saving Output. Output from SCREEN can be saved on file SAVER. 

See section 4.31 for details. 
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NEXT? SCREEN YON 1 2 3 4 MBEST 5 METHOD CP PRINT 
BEST 5 REGRESSION WITH y DEPENDENT, USING Cf' 

F' C<F'> R2<ADJ> R**2 RSS VARIABLES 
2 138.731 .6450 .6745 883.9 4 
2 142.486 .6359 .6663 906.3 2 
2 202.549 .4916 .5339 1266. 1 
2 315.154 .2210 • 2859 1939 • 3 
3 * 2.678 .9744 .9787 57.90 1 2 
3 5.496 .9670 .9725 74.76 1 4 
3 22.373 .9223 .9353 175.7 3 4 
3 138.226 .6161 .6801 868.9 2 4 
3 198.095 .4578 • 5482 1227 • 1 3 
4 * 3.018 .9764 .9823 47.97 1 2 4 
4 * 3.041 .9764 .9823 48.11 1 2 3 
4 * 3.497 .9750 .9813 50.84 1 3 4 
4 7.337 .9638 .9728 73.81 2 3 4 
5 * 5.000 .9736 .9824 47.86 1 2 3 4 

Cf' TIME USED IS .097 SECONDS. 

4.25 KEEP. Form: KEEP [model] [statistic] AS [variable name] 

This command is used to save some of the output from the RESID or YHAT 

connnands as variables in the data set. For example, the command KEEP 4 ON 

2 1 RESID AS V3 would save the residuals from the regression of V4 on V2 

Vl and replace the values of V3 by the residuals. The variable to receive 

the values that are kept may either be any existing variable, or the first 

unused column as in the TRAN command (section 4.18). The list of statistics 

that can be stored via the KEEP command is: 

Keyword 

PRED 
RESID 
STUDRES 
PRERES 

•DISTANCE 
V 

Statistic 

Predicted Values 
Residuals (regular, not studentized) 
Studentized residuals 
Predicted residuals 
Cook's distance measure 1 
Diagonal elements of X(X'X)- X' 
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Limitations. At most two statistics may be saved on one KEEP command; 

thus KEEP RESID AS 3 PRED AS 4 is permitted, but KEEP RESID AS 3 PRED AS 4 

VAS 5 is not. 

NEXT? KEEP YON X1 X4 RESID AS 6 PRED AS 7 
RESIDUALS WRITTEN AS V6 
PREDICTED WRITTEN AS V7 

NEXT? SIAI 
VARIABLE N HEAN VARIANCE ST.DEV. 

X1 13 7.462 34.60 5.882 
X2 13 48. 15 242.1 15.56 
X3 13 11.77 41.03 6.405 
X4 13 30.00 280.2 16.74 
y 13 95.42 226.3 15.04 
V6 13 .1644E-11 6.230 2.496 
V7 13 95.42 220.1 14.84 

4.26 EIGEN. Form: EIGEN [variable list] [VECTORS] [CORR] 

HIN 
1.000 
26.00 
4.000 
6.000 
72.50 

-5.023 
72.61 

This command is used to print the Eigenvalues and, if requested, 

the Eigenvectors of the corrected cross product matrix (or, if requested, 

the correlation matrix) of the-variables specified in the list. If the 

list is left off, the eigenvalues of the whole data set are computed; 

for regression applications, one would usually want the eigenvalues for 

the set of independent variables only. 

MAX 
21.00 
71.00 
23.00 
60.00 
115.9 
3.770 
117 .4 
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For the Hald data, this command is given by 

NEXT? gIGEN X1 X2 X3 X4 VECTORS 
EIGENVALUES 

2.846 148.9 810.0 6214. 
PCT. .04 2.07 11+29 86.60 

EIGENVECTORS 
X1 .5062 -.5673 +6460 -.6780E-01 
X2 .4933 .5440 +1999E-01 -.6785 
X3 .5156 -.4036 -.7553 +2902E-01 
X4 .4844 .4684 +1085 +7309 

NEXT'l' .EIGEN X1 X2 X3 X4 O_CORR VECTORS 
EIGENVALUES 

.1624E-02 .1866 1.576 2+236 
PCT. .04 4+67 39.40 55.89 

EIGENVECTORS 
X1 .2411 .6755 .5090 .4760 
X2 .6418 ·-.3144 -.4139 .5639 
X3 .2685 .6377 -.6050 -.3941 
X4 .6767 - .1954 .4512 -.5479 

If the word "VECTORS" did not appear on the command, only the eigenvalues 

would have been computed. If CORR appears on the command, the correlation 

matrix is used in the computations. 

The line of output immediately under the eigenvalues gives each 

eigenvalue as a percent of the sum of the eigenvalues. 

Computations. The computations in this command are done by the 

subroutine RS, part of the EISPACK library, written at the Argonne National 

Laboratories. 
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4.27PRINCOMP, Form: PRINCOMP [list] SAVE [numbers] AS [variable numbers] 

This command is not available. 

4.28 END 

This is the usual command for termination of the program. 

4. 29 HELP. 

This command results in the printing of a brief description of all the 

available commands. In addition, HELP may be used as a modifier for any 

connnand. For example, REGS HELP would get information concerning the 

regression command. HELP may not be available on all systems. 

4. 30 MESSAGE 

This command allows communication between the user and the writers of 

the program. Recent information concerning changes in the program will be 

available here. MESSAGE will be updated periodically. 
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4.31 OUTPUT. Form: OUTPUT SAVE [ON OR OFF] 

This command is used to control printing. If SAVE is ON, the results 

of certain commands are output on local file SAVER exactly as they appear 

at the teletype (including headings); the default for SAVE is OFF. 

If PRINT is OFF, output from certain commands, except for error 

messages, is not printed at the user's terminal. The default of PRINT is 

ON. 

For example, suppose a user wanted to save residuals from a regression, 

but, because there are many observations, the user does not want the output 

printed. The following commands are then appropriate. 

NEXT? QUJPUT SAVE ON PRINT OFF 
OUTPUT FROM ALL AND RESID PRINTED ON_FILE SAVER. 

4.32 CPTIME 

This command will print the amount of central processor time used since 

the last "READ" command. 

4.33 $COMMENT 

Any input line beginning with a"$" will be ignored by the program. 

This command is used primarily to allow annotation of output for future 

reference. 

NEXT? $ANY INPUT BEGINNING WITH A•$• IS IGNORED. 
NEXT? 
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4.34 PUREERROR [model] [USING Keyword] [GROUPS] 

This command used to compute the sum of squares due to pure error (replica

tion of X values) for the regression model specified. If the word "GROUPS" 

appears at the end of the command, then the sum of squares within each group 

of replicated cases is printed; if groups is left off, then only the sum 

of squares for pure error is printed. 

The keyword "USING" determines the method of comupting this sum of 

squares. As a default, cases are grouped together if a random linear com

bination of the X's in the model agrees within a limit, set by the parameter 

"PEEPSILON", set by the "SET PEEPS" command (the default value is peepsilon = 

LE. 09). If the phrase "USING YHAT" appears on the command, then cases are 

groups by values of YHAT. This will usually give the same results as the 

default method for simple linear regression, but for more complicated models, 

this may result in a pseudo-pure error being computed, since different sets 

of X-values can lead to the same value of YHAT. 

Finally, cases can be grouped using any variable, or subset of variables 

in the data set by typing, for example, "USING V3 V6 Vl", which would group 

cases on the basis of values of Vl V3 V6. 

Examples: 

PUREERROR 5 ON 1 2 GROUPS (Compute the sum of squares for pure error 

for 5 on 1 2, printing the within groups sum of squares) 

PUREERROR 5 ON 1 2 USING YHAT GROUPS (as above, except cases are 

grouped by values of the predicted values yhat, not be values of the 

variables Vl V2). 

SET PEEPSILON 1.5 
PUREERROR 5 ON 1 2 USING X2 (Groups cases together if the difference 

between the X2 values for any two cases is less than or equal to 1.5) 
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4.35 RPCPLOT [MODEL] vs [VARIABLE LIST] 

The result of this command is to produce scatter plots. On the X axis, 

the values of the specified independent variable are plotted. The 

Y-axis has values of the "residuals plus components" plotted. These 

values are defined to be the sum of the residual for the model that 

is fit plus a component for the variable plotted on the X-axis (namely, 

that variable times its estimated slope from the regression in the model 

specified. This plot is useful in studying the relationship between the 

variable on the X axis and the independent variable after adjusting for 

all other variables in the model. These plots are also called "partial 

residual plots". For further discussion, see W. A. Larsen, and S. A. 

McCleary (1972), "The use of partial residual plots in regression 

analysis", Technometrics 14 781-90 or F. Wood (1973), "The use of 

individual effects and residuals in fitting equations to data", Technometrics 

12., 677-95. 
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5. Accessing the program 

In this section we discuss the method of accessing the program on 

the CDC computers· at the University of Minnesota. On all systems, before 

the porgram is run, a local file containing the data to be used must be 

available, usually by a GET, OLD, or NEW command. We describe Meritss, 

Mirje, and Batch input on the CYBER 74 separately. Instructions for use 

of the program on the MECC CYBER 73 are not available at this time. 

5.1 Meritss. Access on Meritss is the simplest of all the systems. The 

user needs to enter the command 

X,DO,MULTREG 

and the prQgram will be automatically loaded and run. 

5.2 Mirje. Mirje is the timesharing network on the CYBER 74 and 172 

computers. To run Multreg, use the following control cards: 

BATCH,45OOO 
/FETCH,MULTREG 
/MULTREG 

5. 3 Batch input on the CYBER J..!!.... Multreg is primarily an interactive 

program, therefore, batch users (that is, users with input from cards 

rather than from a terminal) may encounter some difficulties with its use. 

The primary problem is that, when Multreg detects an error, a message is sent 

to output (that is, to a terminal), whereas on batch computing, it would be 
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better to terminate the program when a error is encountered. It is therefore 

important that the user carefully edit the job input to Multreg. Most 

important of all is to be sure that the READ or FP.EAD command is correct, as no 

computing can be done if this command is not properly read. 

We will distinguish two cases in batch input: the data is on cards, 

and the data is on a (disk) file, called, for example, DATAFIL. 

Data on disk. If the data is on disk, the following job is recommended: 

JOB, T5, CM 45000. 
ACCOUNT,ACCTNO,PASSWORD. 
GET,DATAFIL. 
FETCH,MULTREG. 
MULTREG. 
COST. 

·--EOR-
SET BATCH 
FREAD DATAFIL [IF FILE NOT FORMATTED, USE READ DATAFIL OJ 
STAT 
LIST 
LABEL 1 2 3 AS ABC 
••• ETC. 
END 

USE THE FOLLOWING FOR DATA ON CARDS: 

JOB, T5, CM 45000. 
ACCOUNT,ACCTNO,PASSWORD. 
CCR,INPUT,DATAFIL. 

FETCH,MUL.TREG. 
MULTREG. 
COST. 

··-EOR--
DATAFIL.E NO. OF CASESCROWS) 
<FORMAT STATEMENT> 
••• DATA CARDS GO HERE ••• 

--EOR···-
SET BATCH 
FREAD DATAFIL 
STAT 
LIST 
LABEL 1 2 3 AS ABC 
••• ETC. 
END 

NO. OF VARIABLESCCOLUMNS> FORMA 
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In the above, --EOR-- means a card with the 7, 8, and 9 holes all punched 

in column number 1. In the Multreg control cards, the first card should 

always be SET BATCH for a batch input job. This will result in some 

optimization for batch jobs, including some page feeds, error checking 

and so on. The second card is then a READ or FREAD, to read the data file. From 

this point on, all the input should look exactly as it would for timesharing 

(terminal) input. Couunands are free format, as long as numbers and keywords 

are separated by spaces or couunas. Continuations are indicated as noted at 

the beginning of section 4. 

Advice on Batch computing. A field length of 45000B is required. We 

suggest that the maximum time be kept low until one becomes experienced 

with the program; if the number of cases is under a 100 or so, most of the 

computations, except for ALL can be done in a fraction of a second; for 

larger data sets, the time should be increased somewhat. The command 

SCREEN is very cheap, and an excellent substitute for ALL. 

In large data sets, the following couunands may be more expensive than 

other commands: ALL, TRAN, RESTORE, PLOT, SCPLO:'. If several plots with the 

same Y-axis are to be used, the command SCPLOT VS Vl V2 V3 will run in about 

one third the time of the three separ.;ite commands SCPLOT VS Vl, SCPLOT VS V2, 

SCPLOT VS V3. 
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6. Appendices 

6.1 Residual analysis with Multreg. 

The usual model in (multiple) linear regression can be expressed 

as 

where Y., i = l, .•• ,n are the values of the dependent variable Y, and 
l. 

Xil'xi 2 , ••• ,Xik are the observed values of the k independent variables 
2 

Xi, ••• ,Xk associated with Yi,and e 1 , ... ,cn are N(O,cr ). It is not unusual 

in applications for there to be one or more data points that do not seem 

to conform to this model. In the simple linear regression case (k•l) this 

may be obvious from a plot of Y against X = X .• Most of the points may 
l. 

lie near a line but one (or more) do not fit the pattern. If a point really 

does not fit in with the remaining ones, there are several possible 

explanations: 

1. An improbable but perfectly conforming observation was made. That is, 

Y. satisfied the linear regression model but thee. associated with 
l. l. 

Y. happened to be "large" as normal deviates will occasionally be. In 
l. 

such a case, theory suggests the point should be included in the 

estimation process. 

2. After checking records or otherwise investigating, the observation 

is found to be associated with some exceptional circumstance such 

as a power failure, the first· day of a newly hired technician, data 

known to come from a poorly drained plot in a field, etc. In such a 

case, one is probably justified in eliminating the point from the 

set of data and estimating the regression model without it. 

3. An exceptional event in fact occurred such as in (2) but no record 

or evidence exists. Again, we would like to be able to leave out the 

point. 

4. The point is perfectly legitimate, nothing exceptional or even 

improbable occurred. However, the expected value of Y for that set 

of independent variable values does not lie on a line or plane with 

(most of) the other points. If this is the case, the data point may be 
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the most important of all. It may represent new and unexpected 

information. Often it does not contain information about the relation

ship governing the remaining points and should be omitted from the 

estimation equations. However, the information it does contain should 

be reported. 

In (2), (3), and (4) the conclusion is the same for estimation of 

regression coefficients: Compute the regression excluding the point that 

doesn't belong. Even when it is possible to identify "outlying" points, 

however, one can rarely distinguish between (3) and (4). However, correct 

estimation in (2), (3), and (4) does require identification of outliers. 

Since (1) is always a possibility there is the chance that if we exclude 

any point we are discarding real information about the regression coefficient. 

Moreover, because we discard only data points with large residuals, there 

is a tendency to ~-estimate the true error variance which is based on 

the sum of squares of the residuals. For these reasons we need solutions 

to two problems: (A) How to identify possible outliers; and (B) How to 

protect ourselves from discarding good_data. In practice, Bis a requirement 

for a test of the null hypothesis that the suspected point does conform 

to the same model as the remaining points. 

There is an additional problem associated with B. Since generally 

when tests for outliers are made the data points to be tested are determined 

after seeing the data, there is substantial danger of selection bias. 

Because only "large" residuals will be tested, naive application of reject

ion t-tests will almost certainly lead to a much higher rate of Type I 

error when in fact all the data is "good". For this reason, even though 

the test statistics proposed below take the form oft-tests, modified 

critical values allowing for selection are needed except in rare cases. 

The modified values are given in an attached table. 

The approaches that are used for problem A are manifold and no pretence 

is made here of exhaustive presentation. First and foremost is an 

examination of observed residuals from a regression using all the data, 

as is done by the RESIDUAL command in MULTREG. It is straightforward to 

show, under the assumptions stated, that the variance of the i-th residual, 
A A 2 
e

1
., is given by Var(e.) =cry X (1-v .. ), where v .. is a known constant 

1 • 11 11 

that depends on the values of x
1

, x
2

, ••. ,Xk for the i-th data point and 

on the sample means x
1

, x
2

, ••• ,Xk of the independent variables. For 
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_ 1 - 2 n - 2 
example, in simple regression (k=l), vii - n" + (Xi 1-x1) /j~l (Xj 1-x1

) • In 

general, vii will be a quadratic function in (Xij-Xj), and, hence may 

vary greatly from data point to data point. We can, however, give the 

following rules: 

1) the variance of residuals near the center of the data 

(e.g., with x-~alues near their mean) will have vii small, 

and hence Var(e.) will be large. 
l. 

2) the variance of residuals with values of X's far from the 

center of the data will have Var(e.) small. 
l. 

(For further discussion, see D.W. Behnken and Draper, N.R., (1972), 

"Residuals and their variance patterns," TechQ.Ometrics 14, 101-114.) 

As consequences of these rules, it will be more difficult to find 

large residuals at unusual values of the X's then at usual ones. This 

suggests that a convenient rescaling of the residuals would be to divide 

each ;i by an estimate of its standard error, Js2(1-vii), where s 2 is 
,, 

the residual mean square from the regression. These numbers are given in 

the column "STUD. RES" in the RESID output in Iiultreg. These numbers are 

called studentized or standardized residuals. (Note: Few, if any, other 

computer programs offer automatic studentization of residuals. At best, 

other programs will use the ratio e./s as their "standardized" residuals, 
l. 

While some of the techniques of analysis discussed here are appropriate for 
A 

c./s, the analyst must be careful in interpretation of results, since the 
l. 

problem of unequal variances has not been solved.) 

To a first approximation, if there are no outliers, the studentized 

residuals should behave approximately like a sample of size n from N(0,1), 

In particular, values greater than, say,± 2 may be worthy of attention. 

A rankit plot of the residuals (in Multreg, PLOT VS RANKIT) may also be 

useful. Apparent curvature in the plot gives evidence that the normality 

assumption is not valid. One or more residuals 

that "stick out" at either end of the plot provide candidates for outliers, 

As a summary statistic for normal plots, MULTREG computes an approximation 

to the Wilk-Shapiro W statistic. Was computed is simply defined to be the 

square of the correlation between the ordered studentized residuals and 

the rankits (i.e., expected normal order statistics). The hypothesis of 

normality is rejected if Wis too small. Table 3 at the end of the manual 

gives critical values :Zor 1: for sel2cted sample sizes less than 100. 
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Plotting residuals against fitted or predicted values Y can be helpful 

in the multiple regression case. Large residuals associated with one of 

the most extreme predicted values may indicate that values of the independent 

variables at that point are outside the region of validity of the model. 

Such a plot can be obtained easily in MULTREG by the command, PLOT[model] VS PRED. 

Plots against predicted values can be used to locate a number of failures in 

a model, especially in finding failures that depend upon magnitude of 

response, most notably failures of the linear model (curvature), or hetero

geneity of variance (usually with the magnitude of the dispersion increasing 

with level of response). Plots of residuals versus the dependent variable 

should not be used as the residuals and the observed values are positively 

correlated and hence interpretation of such a plot is nearly impossible. 

The slope of the regression of the residuals on the predicted values, on 

the other hand, is zero. 

Once one has determined a point or points that need closer attention, 

some objective method of assessing the significance of the size of the 

residual is needed. The most widely used method is as follows: Delete the 

suspect point for the set of data and recompute the regression. We then 

need to have a technique to assess the effect of the suspected data point 

on the regression. We shall do this using three statistics, suggested by 

R.D. Cook (1977), "Detection of influential observations on linear regres

sion," Technometrics ~, 15-18. 

Cook's distance measure. Suppose we write the linear model in matrix 

form Y =XS+€. Then, a simultaneous (1 - a) x 100% confidence interval 

for (S
0

, S
1

, ••• , Sk) is given, by the Scheffe method, to be the set of 

all S which satisfy 

(S-S)' X'X (S-S) 

(k+l)s2 
~ F(k+l, n-k-1; 1-a) 

where F(k+l, n-k-1; 1-a) is the (1-a) x 100% point of the F distribution, 

with k+l, n-k-1 df and S = (X'X)-l X'Y is the least squares estimate of S, Now, 

to determine the influence of the i-th data point on regression, one could 
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delete that point, and re-estimate the S-vector. Following Cook, let 

6(-') be the estimate of S with the i-th data point removed. If the i-th 
l. ,., ,., 

point has little influence, one might expe~t ~(-i) to nearly equal~; 

however, if the i-th point is influential 8(-i) should be quite different 

from~- This suggests looking at the distance measure 

,._ I I ,._ 

- ~) (X X)(S(-i) 

(k+l)s 2 i=l, ••• ,n. 

,., 
We can interpret D. as the distance that S moves when the i-th data point 

L 

is removed. We can compare D. to the F distribution with k+l and n-k-1 
l. 

degrees of freedom. For example, if D.:::::: F(k+l, n-k-1, .5), then the i-th 
l. 

data point moves the least squares estimate to the edge of a 50% confidence 

region for 8 based on€, Such a situation may cause concern. For an 

uncomplicated analysis, one would like each D. to give a 10%, say, 
l. 

confidence region. 

The D. are given in the column marked "DISTANCE" in the RESIDUAL output 
l. 

from Multreg, 

(Notes pn F distributions: Usually the D. will be much smaller than 1, 
l. 

while most F-tables give only values for the upper tail (e.g., 95% and 

99% points). While better tables do exist (c.f. Dixon and Massey (1969)), 

it is useful to know the following two rules about F distributions: (a) 

the median (50% point) of an F-distribution is approximately equal to l; 

(b) suppose a F (n l, n2; 1-a); that is, a is the (1-a) X 100% point of F 

with (n 1' n2) degrees of freedom. 1 
a); 1/a is Then - = F(n nl; that is, a 2' 

the ::x x 100% point of F with (n2, nl) degrees of freedom. For example, 

2.81 = F(J, 9' .90), so that 1/2.81 = .36 = F(9, 3· . 10). With this rule, 
' 

percentage points in the lower tail can be found from tabled values in the 

upper tail.) 

From the derivation of D. given, it appears that a separate regression 
l. 

must be computed with each data point deleted. However, this is not the 

case, and D. can be computed as 
l. 

D. 
l. 

(i-th studentized residua1) 2 

k+l 

and hence Di depends only on the studentized 

parameters k+l, and the ratio v .. /(1 - v . . ). 
l. l. l. l. 

v .. 
l.l. 

1 - V .. 
l. l. 

residuals, the number of 

As noted earlier, o2 (1 - vii) 
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2 
is the varian~e of the i-th residual; also, o vii is the variance of the i-th 

fitted value Yi.A The ratio vii/(1 - vii) measures the relative sensitivity 

of the estimate S, to potential outlying values at the i-th data point. Large 
A 

values mean that the point is important in the determination of S. The 

values vii/(1 - vii) are given in the column V(YHAT)/V(RES) in the RESID 

output. 

A test for a single outlier. Once an outlier is suspected, it is 

reasonable to test to see if it is an outlier. The classical procedure is to 

eliminate the suspected point, fit the regression line, and test to see if 

this point can be adequately described by the line fit from the remaining 

points. Again, using the results of Cook, the necessary computations can 

be done from computations on the complete data, since the test for a single 

outlier in multiple regression is a monotonic transformation of the largest 

studentized residual. The appropriate t-test is given by 

V n-k-2 t. = ri. 2 
1 n-k-l-r. 

1 

where ri is the i-th studentized residual. ti is distributed as at

statistic with n-k-2 degrees of freedom. We declare an observation to be an 

outlier if t. is too big. (The t. are in the column headed Ton the RESID 
1 1 

output.) 

When, as is usually the case, the points tested for being outliers are 

chosen after seeing the data, the usual Student's critical values should 

not be used in this test. Since often we will only test the largest of 

n residuals, our true probability of Type I error will be on the order of 

na, if a is the level of significance sought. The answer is the application 

of what is known as Bonferroni's inequality which in this case states that 

the probability of a Type I error is in fact not greater than na. Thus if 

we use t / (n-k-2) as the cut-off value in the test, our (Type I) error 
an 

rate is no greater than n(a/n) = a, as desired. To ease the application 

of this result, attached are tables of t.OS/n(n-k-2) and t.Ol/n(n-k-2). 

In the table, n is the number of cases in the data and p' is the total 

number of parameters in the model (p I = k + 1 if there is a constant in 

the model and p' = k if no constant). For example, for n = 39, a= .05, 

k = 5 (so p' = 5 + 1 = 6) we compare t. to 3.53. 
1 
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Variable Selection in Linear Regression 

Suppose we have a linear model 

i = 1, ••• , n, 

2 with Var(ei) = o, and each ei uncorrelated. A common problem 

is that of selecting a subset of the k X-variables that can be 

used to provide an adequate model for Y. This problem can arise in many dif

ferent contexts, for example: 

1. In a screening experiment, many X's may be measured, and a selection 

procedure is needed to obtain a subset of the X's for further study, 

2. In some studies, variable selection is used to find a parsimonious 

model for description of a process. Finding relatively small models is often 

useful. 

3. Selection of subsets may be desirable if the X's are very closely 

related (e.g. are nearly colinear, or, in matrix terms, if X' X is nearly singular) 

4. If the goal of regression is prediction, predictions based on subsets 

are generally more precise than predictions from a model with extraneous vari

ables. 

S. The coefficients for the X's in the model are generally estimated 

more precisely from a subset than from a model with extraneous variables in

cluded. 

Because of their wide applicability, the problems of variable selection 

have attracted wide interest in the statistical literature. A recent survey of 

the literature is given by R.R. Hocking (1976), who gives a good overview of 

the problem and provides extensive references. Here, we discuss the use of 

Multreg in using two principal selection techniques: stepwise regression and 
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all possible regressions. No attempt will be made at a complete description 

of the techniques. 

In using these techniques, the user should be aware of the additional im

plicit assumptions of selection procedures: (1) all X's that are relevant are 

included in the set of k under study, along with a few extraneous variables, 

and (2) that all the X's are measured in proper scale. The latter point should 

be critically tested through residual analysis. The former point is more 

difficult and usually cannot be tested directly. 

Techniques 

Stepwise procedures. The most connnon selection procedures in use are the 

so-called stepwise procedures (reference: Draper and Smith (1966), Chapter 6). 

These techniques were formulated when computer time was very expensive, and a 

systematic way of dealing with the 2k - 1 possible models had to be developed. 

The simplest technique is a step up procedure, which works as follows (we use 

the Hald data, given in section 2, as an example; here, k = 4): 

1. Start with the model Y. = s
0 

+ e.; i.e. the model with none of the 
1 1 --

X's included. Look at the correlations between Y and all the X's. Add to the 

equation that X with the highest correlation with Y. For the Hald data, x4 is 

the best single predictor as shown below: 

NEXT? CORR 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
X1 1.000 
X2 .2286 1.000 
X3 -.8241 -.1392 1.000 
X4 -.2454 -.9730 .2954E-01 1.000 
y .7307 .8163 -.5347 -.8213 1.000 

X1 X2 X3 X4 y 

Add the best predictor, here x
4

, to the model. 

2. Now, consider the partial correlations between Y and all the X's not 

in the model, controlling for X's in the model. In Multreg, this is done with 

the PARCOR command: 



NEXT? E'ARCOR Y 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

X1 X2 
.9568 .1302 
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ON X4 
WITHY 

X3 
-.8951 

Add to the equation that X with the highest partial correlation; in Hald's data 

x
1 

gets added after x4 to give the model Y = S0 + S1x1 + S4x4 + e. 

3. Repeat step 2 until some stopping rule is satisfied. The usual rules 

are: stop with subset of some predetermined size p; stop if the t-statistic 

or partial F-test for the variable last added is less than some predetermined 

value, t = 2 or F = 4 are common values (recent research suggests that choosing 

the upper 15% point oft or Fis a good choice); stop if the change in R2 is 

sufficiently small. 

Using the t = 2 stopping rule on the Hald data, leads to the model 

Y = S0 + S1x1 + S2x2 + S
4
x4 + e. since in the model with all 4 predictors the 

t-test for x3 last is t = .1350, much less than 2. 

NEXT? PARCOR YON X4 X1 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS WITHY 

X2 X3 
.5986 -.5657 

NEXT? REGS YON X1 X2 X4 
REGS y ON X1 X2 X4 

VARIABLE COEF'T ST, ERROR 
BO 71,64831 14,14239 
X1 1,451938 .1169976 
X2 .4161098 .1856105 
X4 -.2365402 .1732878 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 9 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE= 5.330303 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE = 2.308745 
R-SQUARED = .9823 

T VALUE 
5.07 

12.41 
2.24 

-1.37 

The step down procedure starts with the full model, and deletes variables 

one at a time. At each step, that variable with the smallest partial Fort 

test is deleted; one might stop when the tor F to delete is too big, again 

t = 2 or F = 4 is a common value. For the Hald data, the following computations 

lead to the model Y = S0 + s
1
x

1 
+ s

2
x

2 
+ e. This is not the same model as ob

tained by step up. 
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NEXT'!' REGS X OM Xl X2 XJ X~ 
REGS y ON X1 X2 X3 X4 

VARIABLE COEF'T ST. ERROR T VALUE 
BO 62.40537 70.07096 .89 
X1 1.551103 .7447699 2.00 
X2 .5101676 .7237880 .70 
X3 .1019094 .7547090 .14 
X4 -.1440610 .7090521 -.20 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 8 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE= 5.982955 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE = 2.446008 
R-SQUARED = .9824 

NEXT? REGS Y QN X1 X2 X4 
REGS y ON X1 X2 X4 

VARIABLE COEF'T ST. ERROR T VALUE 
BO 71.64831 14.14239 5.07 
X1 1.451938 • 1169976 12.41 
X2 .4161098 .1856105 2.24 
X4 -.2365402 .1732878 -1.37 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 9 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE= 5.330303 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE = 2.308745 
R-SQUARED = .9823 

NEXT'!' REGS Y ON X1 X2 
REGS y ON X1 X2 

VARIABLE COEF'T ST. ERROR T VALUE 
BO 52.57735 2.286174 23.00 
X1 1.468306 .1213009 12.10 
X2 .6622505 .4585472E-01 14.44 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 10 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE= 5.790448 
ROOT HEAN SQUARE = 2.406335 
R-SQUAREit = .9787 

There are many variants of stepwise procedures. The most important 

variation is a combination of step-up and step-down, where, at each step, 

a variable is added to the model or deleted from the model, according to 

some rule. The program BMDP2R (Dixon (1975)), which is probably the most 

versitile stepwise program, allows 4 different rules for stepping (this is 

in addition to the user being able to specify values for the t-to-enter or 

t-to-delete). This procedure, due to Efroymson, is so popular that the term, 

"stepwise" is often used to refer specifically to it. 
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Using stepwise methods. Stepwise methods are versitile, relatively 

easy to use, and, unfortunately, quite often are very misleading. None of 

the stepwise procedures will always (or even usually) find a "best" model 

(judged by any objective criterion). Step up and step down, for example, 

often lead to different models, as in the Hald data. Stepwise methods 

can give the unexperienced analyst a false sense of security, since it produces 

an artificial (and often meaningless) ordering to the variables, and 

appears to give the answer and find the model. 

If the number of variables k is very large (k > 27) or if the number of 

variables is greater than the number of cases ( k > n), only stepwise 

selection methods are available, either because of cost considerations in 

computations, or because of insufficient degrees of freedom for estimation. 

In these cases, the analyst should carefully consi4er his or her problem 

before doing any computations. 

All possible regressions. A good strategy in subset selection would be 

to compare all possible subsets in terms of some criterion functions, and 

then carefully analyze the best few regression models in terms of their values 

on the criterion function. In Multreg, there are two commands that can be 

used to find the best subsets on the basis of a criterion, ALL and SCREEN. 

Additionally there are 4 possible criterion functions, R2 , the adjusted R
2

, 

Mallows' C and the residual sum of squares (which is actually equivalent 
p 

2 
to R ). We first discuss the computational methods used in ALL and SCREEN, 

and then discuss the criterion functions. 

ALL. This command uses an efficient algorithm to literally compute 

all possible regressions of a dependent variable on subsets of k predictor 

variables. The algorithm, suggested by Schatzoff, Tsao and Fienberg (1968), 
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k k allows the computations of all 2 subset regressions in exactly 2 "sweeps" 

(sec. 3). For each regression, the number of parameters in the model 

( = p = number of variables in the subset+ 1), and the values of the 4 

summary statistics (defined below) are printed. 

This method is computationally efficient in that very little storage is 

required in the computer; however fork moderate (say 10 or more), the amount 

of computation, and the amount of output, can be large. Consequently, several 

modifications to the ALL counnand are possible that can either limit computations 

or printing or both. They are as follows: 

OMIT. [variable list]. OMITted variables are used in computing C, but 
p 

are not included in any model. Each OMITted variable reduces computations 

by 50%. 

FORCE [variable list]. FORCEd variables are included in every model. 

Each FORCEd variable reduces computations by 50%. 

Models with values of C between CPMIN and CPMAX are 
p 

CPMIN, CPMAX. 

printed (defaults are CPMIN = -10, CPMAX = 500). This reduces printing but 

not computations. The use of CPMAX = k + 1 is recommended if, in the regression 

in the full model, most variables have ltl statistics> rz. If this is not 

the case, then a smaller value of CPMAX is recounnended. 

SCREEN. The ALL command computes all possible regressions in a fixed 

order, and may therefore be considered a "dumb" counnand. SCREEN, on the other 

hand, is an "intelligent" command. Rather than compute in a fixed order, 

the alogrithm decides which regression to compute next on the basis of the 

values of the criterion function as specified by the user. This algorithm 

is called "leaps and bounds" by its authors, George Furnival and Robert Wilson 

(l974), the bounds refering to bounds determined by previous computations, 

and the leaps refer to jumping from place to place to do computing. 
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Consequently, the leaps and bounds algoritlnn is very efficient, and is 

much less expensive than ALL. Its only drawback is that it requires a 

very large amount of storage, so that the number of variables is limited 

to 20. 

The algoritlnn in the SCREEN collDlland was obtained from Fumival and 

Wilson (1974). Nearly identical code is also available in the IMSL 

subroutine RLEAP, and in the program BMDP9R. This latter program is very 

similar to Multreg, except it is a batch (card input) program, not timesharing. 

The OMIT and FORCE keywords can also be used in SCREEN. 

Criteria functions. Several criteria functions have been proposed 

for choosing the "best" for all possible regressions. The simplest of 

these is R2 , the proportion of variability explain. All subsets of the 

2 same size can be compared by their value of R. This will lead to one or 

two potentially best subsets of each size to be studied further. The user 

must remember that, as the size of the subset increa~es. so does R
2

• 

Since R
2 

is nondecreasing when variables are added, an adjusted 

version of R
2 

has been proposed, defined by 

2 n-1 ( l-R2) Adjusted R = 1 -
n-p 

where pis the number of parameters in the model. In large samples, 

adjusted R
2 

will differ little from R2 ; in small samples, the adjusted 

version may be quite different from R2 • If R2 is small, adjusted R2 can 

be negative. 

2 
The adjusted R tends to choose larger subsets over smaller ones. 

It is a popular criterion function in econometrics. 
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The C statistic is the fundamental criteria for model selection in 
p 

Multreg. It was first suggested by Colin Mallows, and is discussed in 

detail by Daniel and Wood (1971). 

Mallows considered problems in which the goal is the estimation of 

fitted values corresponding to the observed data. Suppose that the "true" 

regression function would yield fitted values v1 , v
2

, ••• , v (these, 
n 

of course,can never be observed). A model under study with p-1 predictors 

(and p parameters) will yield fitted values n1 , n2 , .•. , nn. The term 
n 
L (V. ·- n.) 2 is called the squared bias in the equation under consideration; 

j=l J J 
in principle this bias should be small. Mallows suggests that a good criteria 

for estimation would be the total error of estimation, 

E(v. - n.)
2 + EVar(Y.) 

J J J 

This equation innnediately simplifies since EVar(Y.) 
J 

thus 

2 E(v. - n.) r = ____ .._ __ + P • 
p 2 a 

2 
= pa ( 

We now need to replace E(v. - n.) 2 and a2 by estimates to get a useful measure. 
J J 

From the p-1 variate model (with p parameters), the residual sum of squares 

will have expectation 

2 2 
E(RSS) = E(v. - n.) + (n - p )a 

J J 

2 Solving for E(vj - nj) , and substituting into the equation for rp gives 

r = E(RSS) _ (n _ 2p) 
p 2 

a 
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2 
Estimating E(RSS) by its observed value, and estimating o from the model 

with all predictors included, we estimate r by 
p 

Properties of C . The first important property of C is that, if the 
p p 

bias is zero, E(C) = p, so one should seek models with C ~ p; usually 
p p 

models with C <pare considered to be candidates for good models. The 
p-

model including all variables will have cl+l = k + 1 by inspection of the 

formula for C. Also, since C is simply a function of n, p, RSS, and 
p p 

"2 o, C can be expressed in terms of other possible criterion functions, 
p 

2 
such as R or partial F tests or overall F tests. The minimum possible 

value of C is 2p - k, which may be negative. 
p 

The output from the SCREEN command for the Hald data is given below. 

Similar output for ALL is given in Section 4.23. 

NEXT? SCREEN 5 ON 1 2 3 4 
BEST 5 REGRESSIONS WITHY DEPENDENT, USING Cf' 

F' C<P> R2 < AIIJ > R**2 RSS VARIABLES 
3 * 2.678 .9744 .9787 57.90 1 2 
4 * 3.018 .9764 .9823 47.97 1 2 4 
4 * 3.041 .9764 .9823 48.11 1 2 3 
4 * 3.497 .9750 .9813 50.84 1 3 4 
5 * s.ooo .9736 .9824 47.86 1 2 3 4 

Cf' TIME USED IS .070 SECONDS. 
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Mallows suggests plotting C vs p. This plot, for the Hald data, 
p 

is given by Daniel and Wood (1971) p. 88; it is not produced by Multreg. 

From either the plot or the list of C's, four sets of predictors merit 
p 

further study: 1,2; 1,2,3; 1,2,3; and 1,3,4. These four models should 

then be studied in detail. 

In some circumstances the user may wish to obtain the estimate ; 2 

using some variables that are not to be included in variable selection. 

This may be accomplished in Multreg by use of the OMIT keyword. For 

example, ALL 4 ON 1 2 3 5 OMIT 5 would use VS is estimating cr2 , but would 

not use VS in any further computations. 

6.3 Using weighted least squares. 

The column of weights can be used in many ways in Multreg. 

The primary uses are weighted least squares, comparing regression lines, 

and cross validation. We consider these three uses separately. 

Weighted least squares. Suppose we have a linear model Y =XS+ e 

2 where the variance of e. is Var(e.) =an., such that then. are known 
1 1 1 1 

numbers. This can occur if, for example, a2 is a known function of some 

data (e.g. "the variance is proportional to square of the amount of 

impurity of material"), or in using Multreg for unbalanced analysis of 

variance. In this case, the column of weights, w should consist of the 
i 

reciprocals of then., since we want to weight inversely proportional to 
1 

variance, cases with large variance having smaller weight. All computations 

that are done in Multreg will be the correct weighted least squares com

putations. 
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In general, the use of a column of weights (via the SET WEIGHTS 

command) will make cases with large weights more important, while cases 

with small weights will be less important. The exact computing formulas 

are given in sec. 3. 

Comparing regression lines. Any case with weight O will be ignored in 

computing estimates, test statistics, and so on. This can be exploited to 

give a relatively easy way of comparing regression lines for different groups. 

The data in the table below gives the IQ scores of identical twins, with 

one twin raised by natural parents and the other raised in a foster home. 

The twins are classified by social class of their natural parents (high or 

low), as given in the data. The data were originally given by Sir Cyril Burt, 

and may well have been fabricated (see Science, 26 November 1976, p.916, and 

21 January 1977, p.246). We shall see if the regression of Foster IQ (FOST) 

on Home IQ (1-10:-!E ) is the same in each class. To do this we perform the 

following calculations, given below. 

HONE FOST HIGH LOU 
82.00 82.00 1. 000 0 
90.00 80.00 1 .000 0 
91.00 88.00 1.000 0 
115.0 108.0 1 .ooo 0 
115.0 116. 0 1 .ooo 0 
129,0 117. 0 I .000 0 
131 .o 132.0 1.000 0 
68.00 63.00 0 1.000 
73.00 77 .00 0 1.000 
81 .00 86.00 0 1.000 
85.00 83.00 0 1. 000 
87.00 93.00 0 1.000 
87.00 97.00 0 1.000 
93.00 87.00 0 1.000 
94.00 94.00 0 1 .000 
95.00 96.00 0 1. 000 
97.00 112.0 0 1.000 
97.00 113.0 0 1. 000 
103.0 106.0 0 1.000 
106.0 107.0 0 1 .000 
111 • 0 9d.OO 0 1.000 

UIIEANu 
96.67 96.90 .3333 .6667 

uSTDEVu 
16.58 16.38 .4830 .4830 
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NEXT? $FIRST 1 COHPUTE ANOVA FOR THE FULL DATA 
NEXT? ANOVA FOSTER ON HONE 

ANOVA FOSTON HONE 
INDIVIDUAL CUMULATIVE 

SOURCE DF ss NS DF ss HS 
NEAN 1 .1972E+06 .1972E+06 
HONE 1 4239. 4-·9. 1 4239. 4239. 

RESIDUAL 19 1125. 59 .19 20 5364. 268.2 

NEXT! SNOUr SELECT THE ·'HIGH-' GROUP 
NEXT? SET UEIGHTS HIGH 

VARIABLE HIGH USED AS UEIGHTS. 

NEXT? $GET THE ANOVA FOR THE HIGH GROUP 
NEXP ANOVA 

ANOVA FOSTON HONE 
UEIGHTED BY HIGH 

INDIVIDUAL CUNULATIVE 
SOURCE DF ss HS DF ss HS 

HEAN 1 .7468E+05 .7468E+05 
HONE 1 2251. 2251. 1 2251. 2251. 

RESIDUAL 5 174.2 34.85 6 2425. 404.2 

NEXT? $SET UEIGHTS TO SELECT THE ✓ Lou ✓ GROUP 
NEXT? SET UEIGHTS LOU 

ALL CASES RESTORED TO THE DATA SET. 
VARIABLE LOU USED AS UEIGHTS. 

NEXT? $GET ANOVA FOR THE LOU GROUP 
NEXT? ANOVA 

ANOVA FOSTON HONE 
UEIGHTED BY LOU 

INDIVIDUAL CUNULATIVE 
SOURCE DF ss NS DF ss HS 

HEAN 1 .1230£+06 .1230E+06 
HONE 1 1700. 1700. 1 1700. 1700. 

RESIDUAL 12 810.5 67.54 13 2511. 193. 1 

NEXT? $THE F-TEST FOR EOUALITY OF LINES HUST BE 
NEXT? tCOHPUTED BY HAND. THE FORHULA IS GIVEN ON THE 
NEXT? $NEXT PAGE. 
NEXT? $NOUr RESTORE ALL DATA AND COMPUTE THE REGRESSION. 
NEXT? SET UEIGH"fS 0 

ALL CASES RESTORED TO THE DATA SET. 
VARIABLE VO USED AS UEIGHTS. 

NEXTT REGS 
REGS FOSTON HONE 

VARIABLE COEF~T ST. ERROR 
BO 11.99596 10.17207 
HON£ .8783669 .1037853 

DEGREES OF FREEDON = 19 
RESIDUAL NEAN SQUARE= 59.18516 
ROOT NEAN SQUARE = 7.693189 
R-SQUARED = .7904 

T VALUE 
1 • 18 
8.46 

R .. 2 

.7904 

R**2 

.9282 

R**2 

.6772 
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1) Compute the ANOVA for the full data. The residual sum of squares, 

SSEALL = 1125. with 19 d.f. 

2) Set weights to the high group indicator to eliminate the low group 

from estimation. Compute the Anova, get RSSHIGH = 174.2, 5 d.f. 

3) Set weights for the low group indicator. The Anova gives 

RSSLOW = 810.5, 12 d.f. 

4) The F test to compare regression lines is found, from the general 

F - test, to be 

F = (SSEALL - SSEHIGH - SSE10) / (19-5-12) 

(SSEHIGH + SSELOW)/5+12) 

1.18 

The Fis computed by hand, and has (2, 19) d.f. clearly, there is no difference 

between regression lines, no "class effect". The regression line fit to the 

whole data set, given in the computations, is adequate. 

Validation. Validation means testing a model fitted to one set of 

data on additional cases. This is done in Multreg using SET WEIGHTS and the 

RESID command (additionally, YHAT and PREDICT may be helpful). For example, 

suppose we fit a model only to the high group in the IQ data as is shown 

below. Suppose we want to see if the model fit to the high group is an 

adequate predictor of the model fit to the low group; this suggests looking 

at the RESIDUAL command. All "starred" cases were not used in computing the 

regression line. We see that the predictor based on the high group tends to 

underpredict, on the average, for the low group, since the T-values are 

mostly positive. However, none of the predictions are very far off since 
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the largest t-value is only 3.11. 

As a summary of the fit, we might compare the PRESS for the included 

and excluded cases (or perhaps, PRESS/(no. of cases in the group). 

NEXT? SET WEIGHTS HIGH 
VARIABLE HIGH USED AS WEIGHTS. 

NEXT? REGS FOSTER ON HOME 
REGS FOSTON HOME 

WEIGHTED BY HIGH 
VARIABLE COEF'T ST. ERROR 

BO -1.872044 13.27250 
HOME .9775622 .1216272 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 5 
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE= 34.84851 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE = 5.903263 
R-SQUARED - .9282 

T VALUE 
-.14 
8.04 

NEXT? $TO SEE IF THE MODEL FIT TO THE HIGH GROUP ADEQUATELY 
NEXT? $DESCRIBES THE LOW GROUP, USE THE RESIDUAL COMMAND. 
NEXT?$ 
NEXT? RESIDUALS 

RESID FOSTON HOME 
WEIGHTED BY HIGH 
CASE FOST 

1 82.00 
2 00.00 
3 88.00 
4 108.0 
5 116.0 
6 117.0 
7 132.0 
8 * 63.00 
9 * 77.00 

10 * 86.00 
11 * 83.00 
12 * 93.00 
13 * 97.00 
14 * 87.00 
15 * 94.00 
16 * 96.00 
17 * 112.0 
18 * 113.0 
19 * 106.0 
20 * 107.0 
21 * 98 • 00 

RESIIIUAL SS 
f'RESS 

RESIDUAL 
3.712 

-6.109 
.9139 

-2.548 
5.452 

-7.233 
5.811 

-1.602 
7+510 
8.690 
1.779 
9.824 
13.82 

-2.041 
3.981 
5.004 
19.05 
20.05 
7.183 
5.250 

-8.637 
INCLUDED CASES 

174.2425713 
371.4412429 

STUD. RES 
.8260 

-1.2144 
.1799 

-.4726 
1.0115 

-1.5058 
1.2461 

V 
.4204 
.2739 
.2594 
.1663 
.1663 
.3378 
.3759 
.8076 
.6502 
.4426 
.3591 
.3225 
.3225 
.2330 
.2210 
.2099 
.1903 
.1903 
.1517 
.1439 
.1478 

EXCLUDED CASES<*> 
1388.871427 
1388.871427 

DISTANCE 
.2475 
.2782 
.0057 
.0223 
.1020 
.5782 
.4675 

T 
.79 

-1.29 
.16 

-.43 
1.01 

-1.82 
1.34 
-.20 

.99 
1.23 

.26 
1.45 
2.04 
-.31 

.61 

.77 
2.96 
3.11 
1.13 

.83 
-1.37 

I 
I 

I 
! 
! 

I 
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The t-values for the omitted cases (under usual assumptions) are 

distributed as students t with degrees of freedom equal to the degrees of 

2 
freedom of the estimate of a, in the example, the d.f. is 5. (Recall 

that for the included cases, the number of degrees of freedom is one less 

A2 
than the number of d.f. for a, in this case 4.) The Bonferroni inequality 

should be used to compute p-values for these t-statistics. 
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Critical values for outlier test, a = .01 

n / p' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 20 25 30 

6 7.53 10.87 24.46 382.0 
7 6.35 7.84 11. 45 26.43 445.6 
8 5.71 6.54 8.12 11. 98 28.26 509.3 
9 5.31 5.84 6.71 8.38 12.47 29.97 573.0 

10 5.04 5.41 5.96 6.87 8.61 12.92 31. 60 636.6 
11 4.85 5.12 5.50 6.07 7.01 8.83 13.35 33.14 700.3 
12 4.71 4.91 5.19 5.58 6. 17 7.15 9.03 13.75 34.62 763.9 
13 4.60 4.76 4.97 5.25 5.66 6.26 7.27 9.22 14. 12 36.03 827.6 
14 4.51 4.64 4.81 5.02 5.32 5.73 6.35 7.39 9.40 14.48 37.40 891.3 
15 4.44 4.55 4.68 4.85 5.08 5.37 5.80 6.43 7.50 9.57 14.82 38.71 954.9 
16 4.38 4.48 4.59 4.72 4.90 5.12 5.43 5.86 6.51 7.60 9.73 15.15 39.98 
17 4.34 4.41 4.51 4.62 4.76 4.94 5.17 5.48 5.92 6.59 7,70 9.88 15.46 41.21 
18 4.30 4.36 4.44 4.54 4.66 4.80 4,98 5.21 5.53 5.98 6.66 7.80 10.03 15.76 42.41 
19 4.26 4.32 4.39 4.47 4.57 4.69 4.83 5.01 5.25 5.57 6.03 6.72 7.89 10.17 16.05 
20 4.23 4.29 4.35 4.42 4.50 4.60 4.72 4.86 5.05 5.29 5.62 6.08 6.79 7.98 10.31 
21 4.21 4.26 4.31 4.37 4 .44 4.52 4.62 4.74 4.89 5.08 5.33 5.66 6.13 6.85 8.06 
22 4. 19 4.23 4.28 4.33 4.39 4.46 4,55 4.65 4.77 4.92 5.11 5.36 5.70 6.18 6.91 
23 4.17 4.21 4.25 4.30 4.35 4.41 4.49 4. 57 4.67 4.80 4.95 5.14 S.40 5.74 6.22 47.94 
24 4.15 4.19 4.22 4.27 4.32 4.37 4.43 4. 51 4.59 4.70 4.82 4.98 5.17 5.43 5.78 17.36 
25 4. 14 4. 17 4.20 4.24 4.28 4.33 4.39 4.45 4.53 4.62 4.72 4.85 5.00 5.20 5.46 10.92 
26 4.12 4 .15 4,18 4 .22 4.26 4.30 4.35 4. 41 4.47 4.55 4,64 4.74 4.87 5.03 5.23 8.43 
27 4. 11 4.14 4.17 4.20 4.24 4.27 4.32 4.37 4.43 4.49 4.57 4.66 4.76 4.89 5.05 7.17 
28 4 .10 4.13 4.15 4 .18 4.21 4.25 4.29 4.33 4.38 4. 44 4.51 4.59 4.68 4.78 4.91 6.43 52.90 
29 4.09 4.12 4.14 4 .17 4.20 4.23 4.26 4.30 4.35 4.40 4.46 4.53 4.60 4.69 4.80 5.94 18.50 
30 4.09 4.11 4.13 4.15 4.18 4.21 4.24 4.28 4.32 4.36 4.42 4.47 4.54 4 .62 4.71 5.60 11. 44 
31 4.08 4. 10 4.12 4.14 4.17 4.19 4.22 4.26 4.29 4.33 4.38 4.43 4.49 4.56 4.64 5.35 8.75 
32 4.07 4.09 4.11 4.13 4.15 4.18 4.21 4.24 4.27 4.31 4.35 4.39 4.45 4.50 4.57 5 .16 7.40 
33 4.07 4.08 4.10 4.12 4.14 4. 17 4.19 4.22 4.25 4.28 4.32 4.36 4.41 4.46 4.52 5.01 6.60 57.43 
34 4.06 4.08 4.09 4. 11 4 .13 4. 15 4.18 4.20 4.23 4.26 4.29 4.33 4.37 4.42 4.47 4.89 6.09 19.51 
35 4.06 4.07 4.09 4.11 4.12 4 .14 4. 16 4.19 4.21 4.24 4.27 4.31 4.34 4.39 4.43 4.79 5.72 11.90 
36 4.05 4.07 4.08 4.10 4.12 4. 13 4. 15 4 .18 4.20 4.22 4.25 4.28 4.32 4.36 4.40 4. 71 5.46 9.03 
37 4.05 4.06 4.08 4.09 4. 11 4. 13 4. 14 4.16 4.19 4.21 4.24 4.26 4.29 4.33 4.37 4.64 5.26 7.60 
38 4.05 4.06 4.07 4.09 4. 10 4. 12 4.13 4. 15 4 .17 4.20 4.22 4.25 4.27 4.31 4.34 4.59 5. 10 6.76 
39 4.04 4.06 4.07 4.08 4.10 4. 11 4.13 4.14 4 .16 4.18 4.21 4.23 4.26 4.28 4.32 4.54 4.97 6 .21 . 
40 4.04 4.05 4.06 4.08 4.09 4 .10 4.12 4. 14 4 .1 S 4 .17 4.19 4.22 4.24 4.27 4.29 4.49 4.87 5.83 
so 4.03 4.03 4.04 4.05 4.06 4.07 4.07 4.08 4.09 4.10 4.12 4.13 4.14 4.15 4.17 4.25 4.38 4·_59 
60 4. 03 4.03 4.04 4.04 4.05 4.05 4.06 4.06 4.07 4.08 4.08 4.09 4.10 4. 11 4.12 4. 17 4.23 4.32 
70 4.03 4.03 4.04 4.04 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.06 4.06 4.07 4,07 4.08 4.08 4.09 4.011 4.13 4 .17 4.22 
80 4. o.- 4 .o.- ".o.- 4.05 -'. 05 4.05 4.06 4.06 .-.06 .-.o7 4.07 4.07 4.08 4.08 4.09 4. 11 4. 13 4.17 
90 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.07 4.07 4.07 -' .07 4.08 -' .08 4.08 4.10 4 .12 4.14 

100 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.07 4.07 4.07 4. 07 4.07 4.08 4.08 .-.os .-.oe -' .09 -' .10 4. 11 4. 13 
::'00 4. 1 S 4 .15 4 .1 S 4 .1 S 4. 1 S 4 .1 S 4 .1 S 4 .1 S 4. 1 S 4.15 4. 1 S 4 .15 4. 15 4 .15 4. 15 4.16 4 .16 4 .16 
300 ,_. 2 l 4. 21 4.21 4.21 ,4 - 2 l 4. 21 4.22 4.22 4. ::'2 4.22 4 .. 22 4 .. 22 4.22 4 .22 4.22 4.22 4.22 4.22 •oo 4 .. 2& ".27 4. 27 ". 27 ". 27 4. 27 4.27 4.27 4 .. 27 4.27 4.27 4.27 4 .. 27 -4.27 -4. 27 -4. 27 4.2;>' -4 .. 27 



n / pf I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 20 25 30 

6 4.85 6.23 10.89 76.39 
7 4.38 5.07 6.58 11. 77 89.12 
8 4.12 4.53 5.26 6.90 12.59 101.9 
9 J.95 4.22 4.66 5.44 7.18 13.36 114.6 

10 J.83 4.03 4.32 4.77 5.60 7.45 14. C9 127.J 
11 J.75 3.90 4.10 4.40 4.88 5.75 7.70 14.78 140 .1 
12 J.69 J.81 3.96 4.17 4.49 4.98 S.89 7.94 15.44 152.8 
13 3.65 J.74 3.86 4.02 4.24 4.56 5.08 6.02 8.16 16.08 165.5 
14 J.61 3.69 3.79 3.91 4.07 4.30 4.63 5.16 6.14 8.37 16,69 178.2 
15 J.58 3.65 3.73 3,83 3.95 4. 12 4.36 4.70 5.25 6.25 8.58 17.28 191.0 
16 3.56 3.62 3.68 3.77 3.87 4.00 4, I 7 4.41 4.76 5.33 6.36 8.77 17.85 203.7 
17 J.54 3.59 J.65 J.72 3.80 J.90 4.04 4.21 4.46 4.82 5.40 6.47 8,95 18.40 216.4 
18 3.53 3.57 3.62 3.68 3.75 3.83 J.94 4.08 4.26 4.51 4.88 5.47 6.57 9.13 18.93 
19 J,52 3.56 3.60 3.65 3.71 3.78 J.86 3.97 4. 11 4.30 4.55 4.93 5.54 6,67 9.30 
20 J.51 J.54 3.58 3.62 3,67 3.73 3.81 3.89 4.00 4.15 4.33 4.59 4.98 5.60 6.76 
21 3.50 3.53 3.57 3.60 3.65 3.70 3.76 3.83 3.92 4.03 4, 18 4.37 4.64 5.03 5.67 
22 3.50 3.52 3.55 3.59 3,63 3.67 3.72 3.78 3.86 3,95 4.06 4.21 4.40 4.68 5.08 280.1 
23 3.49 3.52 3.54 3.57 3.61 3.65 3.69 3.75 3.81 3.88 3.98 4.09 4.24 4.44 4.71 21 .41 
24 3.49 3.51 3.53 3.56 3.59 3.63 3.6? 3.71 3. 77 3.83 3.91 4.00 4.12 4.27 4.4~ 10.07 
25 3.48 3.50 3.53 3.55 3.58 3.61 3.65 3.69 3.73 3,79 3.85 3,93 4.02 4. 14 4.30 7. 17 
26 3.48 3.50 3.52 3.54 3.57 3.60 3.63 3.66 3.70 3.75 3.81 3.87 3.95 4.05 4. 17 5.95 
27 3.48 3.50 3.52 3.54 3.56 3.58 3.61 3.65 3.68 3.72 3.77 3.83 3.89 3.97 4.07 5.29 343.8 
28 3.48 3.50 3.51 3.53 3.55 3.58 3.60 3.63 3.66 3.70 3.74 3.79 3.84 3.91 3.99 4.88 23.63 
29 3.48 3.49 3.51 J.53 3.55 3.57 3.59 3.62 J.64 3.68 J. 71 3.76 3.81 J.86 3.93 4 .61 10.74 
30 3.48 3.49 3.51 3.52 3.54 3.56 3.58 3.60 3.63 3.66 J.69 3. 73 J. 77 J.82 J.88 4.42 7.53 
31 3.48 3.49 J.50 J.52 3.54 3.55 3.57 3.59 3.62 }.64 3.67 3. 71 3.74 3.79 3,84 4.28 6.18 
32 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.52 3.53 3.55 3.57 3.59 J.61 3.63 3.66 3.69 3.72 3.76 3.80 4 .17 5.47 407.4 
33 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.52 3.53 3.54 3.56 3.58 3.60 3.62 3.64 3.67 3.70 3.74 3. ;-7 4.08 5.03 25.66 
34 3.48 3.49 3. 50 3.51 3.53 3.54 3.56 3.57 3.59 3.61 3.63 3.66 3.68 3. 71 3 • .75 4.01 4.?4 11. 34 
35 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.51 3.52 3.54 3.55 3.57 3.58 3.60 3.62 3.64 3.67 3.70 3.73 3.96 4.53 7.84 
36 3.48 3.49 3.50 3. 51 3.52 3. 54 3.55 3.56 3.58 3.60 3.61 3.63 3.66 3.68 3.71 3.91 4.37 6.39 
37 3.48 J.49 3.50 3.51 3.52 3.53 3.55 3.56 3.57 3.59 3.61 3.62 3.65 3.67 3.69 3.87 4.26 5.62 
38 3.48 3.49 3.50 3.51 3.52 3.53 3.54 3.56 3.57 3.58 3.60 3.62 3.64 3.66 3.68 3.84 4. 16 5.16 
39 3.49 3.49 3.50 3. 51 3.52 3.53 3.54 3.55 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.61 3.63 3.65 3.67 3.81 4.09 4.84 
40 3.49 3.49 3.50 3.51 3.52 3.53 3.54 3.55 3.56 3.58 3.59 3.60 3.62 3.64 3.66 3.79 4.03 4.62 
50 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.52 3.53 3.53 3.54 3.54 3.55 3.56 3.57 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.60 3.66 ~ -,.-

.J ■ I J 3.88 
60 3.53 3.53 3.53 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.55 3.55 3.56 3.56 3.57 3.57 3.58 3.58 3.59 3.62 3.67 3.73 
70 3.55 3.55 3.55 3.55 3.56 3.56 3.56 3.56 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.58 3.58 3.59 3 C-Q • J 3. 61 3.64 3.67 
80 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.57 3.58 3. 58 3.58 3.58 3.58 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.60 3. 6;~ 3.61 3.63 3.66 
90 3.58 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.61 3.oi 3.62 3.63 3.65 

100 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.61 3. 61 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.63 3.64 3.65 
200 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.74 3.74 3.74 3.74 

I 300 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 
400 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 3.88 
500 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.S':;'. 3.92 3.92 3.92 ~.92 3.92 3.92 3.~2 3.92 3.~2 :! .92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 
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Table 3. Selected percentage points of the W statistic* 

n/o: .01 .05 .10 .so 

5 .675 0 777 0 817 .922 

10 • 776 .842 .869 .940 

15 • 815 .878 .903 .954 

20 .8,58 .902 .921 .962 

35 .919 .943 .952 .976 

50 .935 .953 .963 .981 

75 .956 .969 .973 .986 

99 .967 .976 .980 .989 

(Note: Reject hypothesis of normality for small values of W) 

'"'From Weisberg, s., (1974), "An empirical comparison of W and w', 
Biometrika 61, 645-646, and Shapiro, S.S. and Francis, R.S. (1972), "An 
approximate analysis of variance test for normality," J. Amer. Statist. 
Assoc., 67, 215-216. 
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